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GARY LYNN SIMMONS KILLED
LAST NIGHT NEAR KIRKSEY

Heeding la the Mien Ddly
, Ler about a preacher sloe
led wise dillietilty with a typeriptioal errowr is the church
bulletla. Me hied *mad to
preach au "I Believe to hanitireality" aod
mine out to
the WNW se "1 Believe la
Irainorality". Ho says next time
be pinochee on the subject, he
will call it "I believe in ever,
What ids".

Educators
Ernest Mohler Local
At Laboratory
Passes Away

Is Thrown From Automobile
And Suffers Fatal Injury

Several members of the Murray City School staff attended
a meeting recently to learn of
Ernest Mohler, Farmington the newer developments in utiGary Lynn Simmons, age 26, Calloway County Hospital where
Route Two, was claimed by lizing the applied behavorial
'was fatally injured in a one car he mu treated and released.
death Thursday at his home. He sciences in education today.
The Calhoun car was towed
At the meeting were Eli Alex- accident that occurred this
Deed leek to Mini Otte
was 71 years of age.
Dolled Ohs bee bees
The deceased is survived by ander, Principal, Eula Mae Do- morning shortly after midnight from the scene by the Taber'
,,
Ned ger the OMR three trees
of Kirkoe
Highvnyy 299
. one mile north Body Shop Wrecker Service.
his wife, Mrs. Cleo Mahler; two herty, Supervisor, Donna Ma- on
The top, sides, and front were
a. pet eet pesemnimp.
.
sons. Gale and Glenn Mohler bry, teacher and Fred Schultz,
Kentucky
;rover damaged.
State
of Detroit Mich.; one daughter, Superintendent.
At the laboratory behavorial Charles Stephenson said SimSladt dey we become more
Mrs. Thelma Jones of -Detroit,
'wisest of the need for •
Mich., eight grandchildren; two science applications to educat- mons was driving a 1966 Musregefinitton of the terms we
tang, licensed in the name of
great grandchildren; one step- ion were studied.
aid
Gary L. Brarne of Kirksey Route
CAMPUS CAVITY — Prom this yawning, 25-feet-ateep hole In the heart of the Murray
daughter, Mrs. Van Burnett of
One.
Calloway County.
Stet* Univers'', campus will rise the University's new $3,140,500 addition to the Prim
YIN word thst Ma received the
Stephenson said Simmons,
Doyle Pine Ares Building. The sheetery structure, which will fewer over the Murray campus
Also surviving are Mx broiseed heating is many yews is freer a height seutvalent is that of an oversee
was going mouth toward Kirkthers, Earl and Gaylen Mohler
11-stery building, will be one of the tallest at
sey, when his car 'eft the road
the word freedom
Hi. wheel. It *Ill house the drama, art, meek and ceresniunkations departments. The Univerof Mayfield, Ward Mohler of
WITH U.S. COMBAT AIR on the west M. of the highPaducah, Clarence Mohler of
sity Library is it the left heckgrowiel and the six-dairy Rdecation Building in the upper
Apporemity tee sew people Se
Almo, Curtis Mohler of Kirk- FORC..S, Vietnam — Airman way. The car then came beck
rtght. One atalter of the Uritversity 2,500eset auditorium Is at the right.
ad siderseend the anaemia
sey Route Two, and Lloyd Moh- First Claes Thomas G. Walker, on the road, skidded across on
(Photo by Wilson Woolley)
betIMPla freedom and licaass.
ler of Evansville, Ind.; two sis- son of lide. and Mrs. Joe R. the east side and hit a fence
Deputy-Sheriffs Calton MorOur freedom ends where years
ters, Mrs. Reba Tidwell of Pa- Walker of Rets -5, Murray, Ky., post on the farm of Virdon gan and Gene Parker
raided
has
been
_named
Tucker,
Outstanding
according
to Trooper
belies License dims as to
ducah and Mrs. Ellwood Brown
the Bob Sledd's Fish Market on
Airman of the Quarter in his Stephenson.
abridge yaw Bandies and
of
Hardin
Route
One,
'SO trample
The trooper said the car trav- the Mason Farm Road on Frik underfoot.
Funeral servicee will be held unit at Phu Cat AB, Vietnam.
'
Airman Walker, an aircraft eled 789 feet from the time it day about 4:30 p. m.
Suficiay at 2:30 p.m. at the
Parker said a case and six
Yies %Neat sotto shouts fire in
Byrn Funeral Home Chapel, equipment repairman, was sel- left the road until it came to pack of beer and six pints of
rest on its top after it had
the erowded tliestra stay dein
Mrs. Mollie B. Edwards of Mayfield, with Rev. Robert Rob- ected for his exemplary con.whiskey were found at the
duct and duty performance. He turned over.
dint he is merely exercising
inson officiating.
A roasting of the
Benton
Route
mother
Four,
of
scene. Sledd was charged "with
The
Austin
Simmons
Elemenall17
was
thrown
out
is
in
of
a
unit
of
Pacific
the
Air
freedom of speech. lie is wrong Church committee on Inter*
Burial will be in the Chapel
sale of alcoholic beverages in
Social School Parent-Teacher Aseocia- Mrs, Lalah Higgins of Blarney,
the
car
either
through
the
Forces.
left
passed away Thursday st 10:10 Hill Cemetery with the arrangeConcerns will be held at the hos held its regular
a dry option territory", accord(Cantivened ea Seek Pepe)
meeting at
The airman, a graduate of rear glass or the left door glass
ing to county authorities.
Douglas Coutnunity Center on the school on Tuesday, Febru- am at the Beaton Municips1 ments by the Byrn Funeral
of
the
door
Mustang.
He
Calloway
was
County
School
High
Home, Mayfield, where friends
Hospital.
Sledd made bond of $250.00
landay, Folmar, 16, at two ary 11, et seven pan.
is married to the former Dian found with the upper part of and
The Banos --wontan-aiss 83 may call.
was released last night to
p.a.
his
Fred Schultz, superintendent
body
lying
under
the
Grubbs,
car,
daughter of Mr. and
years of age. She is survived by
appear at a later date, accordaccording
of the Murray City Schools, was
to
the
state
Mrs.
Earl E. Grubbs of Wauri.
trooper.
two doubters- Mrs-- •
Beak church in the city is bs
Deputy Coroner James H. ing to the County Judge's office.
the guest speaker for the evenesesniesawm
Murray and Mrs. Lois Hatled'ef•
bus abed to have its minister
Rita Sledd, wife of Bob Sledd,
Shelton,
ing.
gave
progress
Sr.,
report
He
a
was
called to the
1101111.11110111111.111
Bentoa Route Four; three sons,
end at /east one lay person prescene arid pronounced Simmons was arrested last night for "usof the Murray City Schools.
William Wynn of Detroit, Mich.,
by Witted Press internattenel ttied for the meeting.
dead as a result of a broken ing the telephone facilities to
Schultz discussed the status
Alva Edwards of Lincoln Pork.
Cheady mad odd laid sad
neck and other injuries, ac- communicate obscene languages
Any person interested In re- of the sducattonal program, reMich., and James Edwards if
Ibledsr. ewe begissolag wed lating the Cerietien Gospel
CHAPEL HILL — Min Jane
cording to the report from Shel- in the manner calculated to
is cent imerovements, major pro- Benton Route Five; 15 grandabuse another", iccording to
Rainey, of Murray, Ky., Assoc
spresding to end by lab the social problems of the doy. filed', pities to solve are proton.
children; 24 great grandc
Profemor of Nursing at
dar vie' 1 WS Wise supeeds1
'The body of Simmons was the county judge's office. She
tended taglikeisill, dding*,
has not made bond as yet, ofdrcn.
urray State University is atalb Mai Is See
law les *ohms= for Oa oessinittae
IIIs talk dealt with the need
,Ibr-...eht to the Max H. Chur- fidaals mid.
Cervices will be held today tending a five day course at the
WOK upper 3114 owl ifis.
chill Funeral Home and then
for regrouping of the schools,
said.
A two p.m. at the Fairdeeling University of North Carolina
transferred to the Linn Funeral
lack of adequate space for midChurch of Christ with Bro. Ter- School of Nursing.
Home of Benton.
dle•grade or junior high school,
ry Waters officiating. Burial will
The course is entitled "ProReports are that Simmons
and lack of space for senior
be in the church cemetery.
fessional Improvement for Facand Brame resided at Backus.
high school
ulty in Collegiate Schools of
burg and it was thought first
Schmitt read the resolution
NOW YOU KNOW
Nursing"—topic—Clinical Per
The Murray Tobacco Market that Brame might have been
of the Board of Education of
formance Evaluation. The visit closed its season sales of Type With Simmons, but a thorough
The Murray Police Departthe Murray Independent School
by United Press International lug professor is Dr. Ellen Fah), 23 dark fired on Friday with search was made at the
District stating their position
scene ment reported that a two car
Mozart composed his first Dean. College of Nursing, State an increase of $6.12 over the and Brame was not found.
accident occurred Friday mornon merging this district with'
sonatas during a European con. University of New York at Sto- average for the sales of last
former E. W. and
Simmons who would have ing shortly after midnight on
Rev. and Mrs Lloyd Cornell Armstrong Home Mon East- the Callowey County School Discert tour at the age of six.
celebrated his 27th birthday on South 16th Street. No injuries
ney Brook.
year reported.
able but Godly parare arpecially busy during the er offering.
trict.
April 20 is survived by his were reported.
Mrs. Cornell to a native of
yew in the various speaking enchildren up in the
Cars involved were a 1937
011ie Barnett, reporter for mother, Mrs. Hallie Williams
smeementa for the churches in Hawaii where sise Ina born and
.ord. My wife Is the
reared. Her mother is Mrs. Hathe local market, said the av- of Marshville, Ohio; his bro- Ches'r let two do)r driven by
the area.
erage for the season was $30.31 ther, Kenneth Simmons of Kirk- Kenneth Gerald Owen, South
During February and March mato Kogachi of Wahiawa, Ha
with the close of the sale on sey Route One; his sister, Mrs. 15th Street, and a 1965 Ford
many of the Baptist churches wed
four door driven by U .L.
Judy Usher of Michigan.
Friday.
Mrs. Cornell or Massito as
and Wift ornaniaatiOns of the
BINCE Floyd Dethrow, minister
The Mustang was brought to Knight, 1602 Kirkwood Drive.
The sales on the four Murchurch are studying books on
of the Second Street Church of
schools of Calloway
Police said the Owen car was
ray floors for the season were Murray by McClard's Wrecker
Benet in regard to the Annie
Christ, Murray, will speak on
s Degree from Murfor 3,821,504 pounds for a total Service. The car is reported to stalled on South 16th Street.
"Why 1 Preach the Gospel" at
More than 100 Western Ken- "Crops Research Geared to amount of $1,922,506.87, Bar- have not been totally damaged. Knight, traveling south on 16th
1954. I have served
the Sunday morning service at
tucky agricultural officials and Farm Production," just prior nett said.
behind Owen, failed to stop and
ildasace Director 131
10:30 at the Seventh and PopKentucky. State
Trooper hit the Owen
farmers are expected to attend to lunch.
car in the rear,
Two sales were held this week Charles Stephenson was
Christ.
Church
of
lar
°idled
tt Calloway ()aunty.
according to the police.'
a
day-long
on the Murray market with a to investigate
Purchase
Area
church minister, Bro. Bill
a
one
car
accick
The afternoon sessions will total of 156,814 pounds sold
Damage to the Owen car was
Grain. and Soybean Shortcourse
ay wife and I apeemit on US. Highway 841 one on the
Threet, and the congregation inopen with "Double Cropping for $76,623.62 for
at Murray State
rear end and to the
an average mile north of Hazel
University
ankle business for a
vite the public to attend.
last night Knight car on the
Experiences" with John Watts, of $48.80.
March 6.
front end.
at
eight
evening
slit
the
o'clock.
Sunday
at
mber of the Poplar
Sales on Friday were for
(Continued on Beck Page)
o'clock service Bro Threet will
Bernard Craig Calhoun of
Six
grain
production
areas
take an active part
24,426 pounds for $11,430.92 Lynn Grove
be speaking on the subject, will be discussed during the
Route One, driving
with an average of $48.80 re- a 1966
Mustang, was going north
James W. Ammons, father of
meeting, scheduled to begin at
"You Want To Be Happy".
ported
the
for
day.
onU.S
when he. Highway 641 South
9:30 a. in. in the assembly room
Dr. James Bay Ammons of Mu?This was the final sale for
of the University's Applied Scihind of a heart attack
to pass • ear.
the
current
season
of
this
type
Calhoun;i3d
st
ence and Technology Building.
Trowel Steph• Iliarsdri mottling at the home
February as Heart Month got
eral, state, or local
of
tobacco
the
Murray
on
floors,
Wilmer Browning, agriculturet a Neighbor. He was IS years
Samuel R Dodson, Jr., Doran's Fan-is, Growers, and enson that another car coming off to a good start at Murray.
presentative I shall
Mr. James C. Williams,
had its bright lights on, blind- Galloway County Hospital with
al economist at the University minister of the First United
•of see and was a resident of
Planters.
calm
ing-him, and he lost control of classes in Cardiac Nursing
representing YOU.
of Kentucky, Lexington, will Methodist Church, hms chosen
Publisher
During
the
on
sale
Tuesday
his oar, going off on the west starting Tuesday, February 11.
discuss "Economics of Grain as his sermon subject, "A Pati'he deceased was a native of
one of the highest prices ever
Production in Lower Price Sit- tern For Lde" for identical
side of the road, according to
Murray Ledger And Times
Fiss Cy,a retired firmInstructors are Mrs. Shirley
recorded for a sale in Murray
the trooper.
uations." He will be followed Sunday morning services at was
a% sad cmemployee of the
Denton, R. N., who recentlg
given. Mr. and Mrs 0 Hol103
North
4th
Street
DeHighway
The
by
Mustang
Emerson
Jones, specialist in 8:45 and 10:50 a.m., according lin Jones of Hazel
made a com- completed a six weeks course
errors when shown
Keeturky Mate
Route Two
plete turn over and - landed on Cardiac Nursing at Baptist
herbicides, Paduoah, who - will to the church bulletin.
partment.
pt new views when
Murray, Kentucky 42071
sold one basket 'of their- crop
Rev.
Lloyd
wife.
his
allorlail
discuss "Chemicals for Beet
I
Ilerrtvon baciude
This sermon will introduce for $65.00 per hundred pounds. hack on its wheels in a ditch off Hospital in Nashville in conprayer shall be the
Weed Control."
Bea A11111101711; his
Mrs.
a series dealing with the "Ser.
Dear Kr. Williams:
Dark fired sales opened in the road levy, Stephenson said. junction with the Mid-South
erefore thy servant
iloa, Dr Ammons of Murray;
mor On the Mount" as found Murray on Monday, January 13. Calhoun was taken to the Regional Medical Program and
emergency room of the Murray- Dr. Charles Mercer, Project DiSINNIIIMr, Miss he. Atantoas of
John Ragland, otfitirman of in Matthew's Gospel to be
ige thy people, that
It Is ay belief that we should
rector.
111 lilansphd Tana.; three grandnever become so involved with the Department of Agronomy. preached during the Sundays
irid bad; for who Is
eklidren.
The course will include apour daily responsibilities that UK, will lead a discussion on of Lent..
it a people."
Amami services were held
proximately thirty hours of lecThe Senior-High Youth dewe fail to take time to express
Mb* at tem a.ae. IA Use Whitture and will be coordinated
partment will present an abappreciation to individuals who
Chipet, ?sites
under the auspices of the In-SerP
breviated drama, "The Train",
lend a helping hand. For a
with be, Bob Cramp OSSAvice Education series of the
end then offer comments as to
number of weeks I have planile to See and conNursing Service Department.
tag. Bartel was In the Ceyee
its implications for contemporned to express a word of thanks
' Cametety.
to you and to your staff for
'rigg and Calloway
Calloway County Teen 4-11 ary living at the evening sersharing your very interesting Leaders will he taking part in vice at seven pm.
to see each of you
column "Seen
Special music will be by the
and
Heard a Resource Study at Mmray
.11 we sincerely soAround Murray" with Commis- State University Mardi 22. Wesley Choir under the dirsioner of Agriculture Miller and "Your Community A Resource" ection of Paul Shahan.
and your Influence.
me on January 28 and the help- is the topic for study this year
ft addition to the choir,
Congressman Frank A. Stubnoel rites for William Herful stories that you have reportThey will study how arid why young people taking part in this
blefield today was advised by
.11las Mild of Louie/tile, fored on our Murray State Alumni a community develops as it does. program will be Nancy Diuguid,
the Office of Education of the
if Marley, were held
Scholarships, Distinguished Pro- Many of the factors influenc- Sudan Jones, Alice Crawford,
award of a grant to Murray
Friday at the Moth Funeral • •
fessor Award, and the Century ing community growth will
State University in the amount
be Darrell Omwford, Nancy Jones,
• •
.•
Be-.Paducah, with Dr. Marvin
Club, which raises funds for pointed
.
of $11,200 for the training of
out by people on the Susan Hale, Liz Dodson, DarI. Whitmar officiating
these projects
• •' •
.
I • •
program. Those scheduled on lene Start, Ball Heise, Robert
teachers of the mentally retard•
as In the 1111110dawo Cemetery
We believe the stories on our the program
ed.
are: Dr. Ray Mo- Lowe, Tommy Irvin, Bruce
tilde.
alumni activities, reported by field, Murray
Mrs. Lloyd
The Ledger and Times was
State lJniversity; Scott, and Dana Johnson.
faalbeenatks
• NNW. ape 1111, a
she is known to her many hi- the Ledger recently, will prove Owen Billington, Murray; Al.
notified by telegram of th e
leather at Louisville Manual
grant.
ends has speaking engagements helpful in our efforts to better
Worms, University of KenGRASS FIRE
• W
',hod, died Tuesday at
inform the Murray State alum- tucky;
St Hamel, Elm Grove, First Bap
and Woodrow Coots, Area
ni and friends on our program
Ihe Baptist Hospital, LeidsvW• Id, and many
The Murray Fire Department
Extension Agent
other churches
of work. It is my desire to keep
ilarvivars are his wife. Mrs ia
TWO CITED
the arca
A delegation of 4-H'ers to was called to extinguish a grew
the graduates, students, and fahawed Hadent Miller, a n d
She will be teaching the
represent Kentucky' at a Re- fire Friday at 3.35 p. m. just
culty of Murray State up-to-date
sea, Charles William Miller book.
Two persons were cited by
"In Aloha Land", at
gional Conference in
PFC Joseph E. James, of Route 3. Murray is
North east of Industrial Road. Fireon all As.sociation projects and
hsth of Louisville, hit father
serving
the Murray Police Department'
'
s ,
man Lassiter said this morning
most of the churches This conCarolina
with
will
from
be
selected
Company A, 4th Battalion, (MECHANIZED) 23rd ire
activities.
'• .Capt. David Pat Millet of Fort cerns life
on Friday. They were driving
those taking part in the study the fire was nut of the city
in Hawaii and Mrs.
fantry 25th Inf. Div. In Tay Ninh Province, South Vietnam,
We thank you for your assistKita, and s brother, Charles
while intoxicated and obstruc.ieveral . from Calloway County limits but was endangering city
James Is pictured taking a break dueirig an operation
Miller of Dearbsrn, Mich
-Lion of traffic, according to the
12
(Continued en bask Page)
(Centimes! en Sick rage)
have attended in past years.
Property
miles East of Tay Ninh City.
citation reports.
the undeniable reality of
latter two levels points towI a personal God as creator.
'Here is the most difficult
iolem to be faced by the perwho seeks to deny that.
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Inter-Church Group Fred Schultz Is
Will Meet Sunday Speaker At Meet
Of Austin PTA

Raid Made By
Officials
On Friday

Mother Of Local
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1111111/1 IOW
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Attending Course
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Season's Sale
$6.12 Higher
Than Before

0

Local Couple Busy With
Speaking Engagement Here

Bro. Dethrow Will
Speak Here Sunday

0
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Father Dies

Two Car Accident
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In City Limits
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SENS1NGTHENEWS February Is
Bad Month
y Thurman Sensing
Says Writer
Southern States Industrial

Control Returned
ly be accused are loitering, bad
•
breath and following too closely.
Its chief transgression, howWASHINGTON UPI - The Fedever, is arriving at the wrong
eral Communications Commisstime of year.
ion has approved Mrs. Lyndon
B. Johnson's request for the
Yearn For Change
return of the family broadcast
By the time Febraury gets Interests to her control. The
here, most people are fed vp agency said it would allow con-

This whim of deestkes and
ors on federal tax matters
EXECUtixl YTCI ellIffiCANt
Is provided by the Weal dace
JAMES C. WILLIAMS. PUSLIsitER
• the U. S. &boreal Remelt
We reserve the right to reoct any Advertising. Letters to the MOW.
vice and is pablisbedesamitor Public Voice items which. In our Ilaaaaan. are not for the beet
with whatever it is that has trol of Stations KTBC-TV, All
lic service to taxpayers.ThecaLighter Side
interest of our readers.
been going on. They yearn for a and FM, Austin, Tex., to return
answers mean= most !rBy DICK WEST
NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVES. WALLACZ WITMER CO, 15011 eassign asked by tamayers.
change. But February Offers no to the former first lady from
Mr. Nixon's COffgation
Sederal wag pails a local
Madison Ave. Memphis, Tenn.. Time R Lite SW-. New York N.Y.. Q - Does it make say differenthe trustees who had operated
WASHINGTON UPI - Febnary hope in that direction.
Freedom
Of Choice
community,"
Sel
.d.
he
Bldg, Detroit, Mak
All you ever get from Februa- them while her husband occupied
ce *miler 1 flie the red,IMO
Edwards,
is
E.
Weird
Dr.
In
muse
mask Citadels
ry is more of the same old the White House.
Entered at Use Pest Oilier. Murray. Iltastisdiy. for trannaisdon as sad Mee tax form I got is Be
Cie el the chief seasons Get Nixon gave a mere oompleM habit to IIMMy people."
Second Ciala Matter
mail or one of the plain one.
Chicago.
He
certainly
argilget
will
no
Americans hi all parts el statement of his pesitleek
has?
Edwards, a distinguished Hon- its span, as Edwards proposes
from me on that point,
1111118111CRIPTioN RATES. fly Carrier in Murray, per week Mc. per the Post Cdffee
voted for RicleardM. he believed the limprillettlig:
the
acceptable,
is
Ram
A
Either
ene%th $110. In Calloway and &Oneness counts's. per year. MEC
Weed, I feel that Edwards is olulu engineer and inventor of to do in his perpetual calendar.
Masa lest November is that they Wool decision of 1954 was
The way to deal with February
Zones 1 & 2. s11.0e; Member, a13 00. AU service subscriptions 0.00. bat the colored form 119411111100- Meted the nation's scbmits to rect, but adding:
Febriary off too lightly. something called "the perpetual
"On the CAW
calendar," bases his unfairness Is to abolish it entirely.
Illowever, if Ste
If
I
CaSO
presenting
were
the
educatioo
with
ëssd
sad
as
that
while
hand
declaim dealt
••Yise Outstanding Clete Asset el a Community is Me
raters lasiled yeaaileselieetget
Although Edwards' concept of
Febriary, I would add complaint on the fact that Febrube plagued with political with segregation, when pee pa
Inetgrity
Its Neenrapse
ary has only 38 days.
to remove the same Met
an
unchanging 12-month calendar
several
more
dames
to
the
ilsamods. In other words, many beyond that and say that a la
put it on the return you do file. alums wanted the
"Workers paid by the hour with eight 30-day months and four
SATURDAY — 91123HUARY 15. 1940
Department respunsibility of the federal gov- istlictment.
Use of the address label 'rill prof Heelth, Education and Welfare ernment and the federal courts *wag the COW Lefractloas earn considerable less in Febru- 31-day months may be mathematoperly identify your return and
to
tdop threatening massive re- to, in effect, act as local dis- I width 'aviary might prepar- ary but may have the same mon- ically appealing, it fails on humspeed any refund due.
thly bills to pay," he points out. anistic grounds.
!dilation against schools, to ab- tricts in determining how we
The use of color on some of
"Employers paying their people
What we need is an 11-month
ing
to
see
HEW
=Mier
acts
in
a
unreasonable
andon
"guidelinecarry that out, and then to use
tannest a =Ma 11Iat
the 1968 tax returns is an exper- s,"
fair manner In making a variety a fixed monthly salary get less calendar with the 365 days dividand
local
to
let
work
schoo/s
the
power
federal
of
the
treasury
iment to determine whether the
out their problems in a common to withhold funds or give funds of decisions regarding school work from them in February." ed as follows; seven in January
use of color to highlight certain sense
True enough. But for a month In which to recover from New
my.
in order to carry it out, then I matters. There has to be one
Deaths reported today include Clifford Barnett, age sections of the form will reduce
For great numbers of citizens thini we are going too far." federal policy for all parts of like February, even 28 days is Year's Eve; none in February;
10 days in March in which to
36, Mrs Zara Frances Cochruni, age 82, Mrs. Florene H. errors.
who supported Mr. Nixon the The language used by Candidate the couitry. If HEW goes along too many.
Q Where can I hire someone
prepare for spring; 90 days in
with
decentralization
and
local
Jensen, national president of the Supreme Forest Woodcommon
sense
way
in
public
Nixon was somewhat involved,
to help me with my tax return?
Terrible Drag
April, May and June; 14 days in
men Circle.
education is embodied in "free- but his mauling was clear; be control of schools in New York
A - Call your local accounting,
July and August for vacation purMarine Cp. Jimmy 8. Rutland, son of Mr. and Mrs. legal or tax pactitioner associat- dom of choice" school plans favored "freedom of =ice" sc- City (where "all black" schools
are detniusied at the neighbor- Edwards may be going easy poses; a ZO-day September; a ISGuy A. Rutland of Almo Route One, took part, in two ion and ask them for the names under which parents decide whi- hool plans.
hood level), it certainly can't on February because he lives in day October; a 10-day November
ch school their children will
In
view
Marine Corps unit anniversaries at Camp Lejeune,
of
ittls;
Obey
chimes
of qualiffed people.
crack down on school districts Hawaii. In that state, February and a 5-day December.
attend.
Under
plans,
such
no
undoubtedly
were sleeked whoa
while serving with the 10th Regiment,
In choosing an advisor, here
Or at the very least February
one is the victim of discrimin- Mr. Nixon's new 4peadary ot elsewhere for not integrating ac= probably is a relatively benign
In basketball North Marshall beat Murray High 74 are things to look for:
ation,
but school systems are not Health, Education lad Welfare, eordlog to a fixed formula with month. For most Americans, ho- should be moved to another part
to 56, Almo beat Easel 67 to 33, Cuba beat Lynn Grove
1 - avoid the man who "guarwever, it Is a terrible drag. of the year. Midway betweenJuly
put in the absurd position of se- Robert H. Finch, made a state- bath& acceleration.
93 to 42, and Pariceey beat Farmington 73 to 63.
antees" you a refund
Those who imported Mr. NU- The way to deal with February and August would be a likely
tting
quotas,
year
each
adding
a
ment
recently
in
which
he
=- be on guard, 11 he suggests
Trboluyiaosty lrsfrt Gifrl Vadyto formally takes up
Is not to add two more days to spot.
Axed number of students of a pressed opposition to "freedom M, ea be assumption that he
the reins of government tomorrow as premier of Cuba the Wend be sent to his address minority group. The
weld lebrettece a measure of
law
does
choice."
of
You timid never sign a blank
at 32, the youngest in the turbulent 57 year history of
not require "racial balance" In
Mr. Finch said, in a faseral cossertellsei in government, altea return or one WA hes been
so have cease for dismay as a
the Caribbean island republic.
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Ten Years Ago Today

• .4

the schools, as HEW erroneously tribute to Atlanta medished Ralprimed in pencil. You ate%linsisted in thtlast administrat- ph McGill:"I consider 2sellber result of MS selection of Dr.
en _flegmesiblaisc.sintsup
ion. It simply Fiquires an absen- legally nor "wally dellemittet James E. Allen, Jr., of New
as as return MOSIhouslkinged- ce
of discriniination, and "free- to 'turn back Ste clear ad to York, as the U. S. Commander
die else has helped yea prepare
dom
of choice" is the ultimate accept as pelt@ panty so-stifled of Education. Dr. Allen is all
It. •
In
fairness.
'freedom of.dialeValans which for federal "guidelines" to schYear advisor should sign the
During the election campaign, do not bring about effective sch- ools that got the last adminisritaitia-too, indicating that he
Mr. Nixon espoused "freedom ool clesegkipation." This state- tration in trouble. He also favhelleeed
Lord; and he celeatit 1115 Woody.'with It.
ors "busing" students in some
of
kin fee righteemmemi .-Genesis 15:6.
Q - Are gifts ever taxed? choice." He gave an interview ment came sbortly after Mr. cases, a practice which has reon
station
WBTY
in
Charlotte
Finch
annoenced
the
planned
cutA - The recipient has no FederGod sees the
of our faith. Remember, howlast September in the course of off of federal hods to five South- suited In nationwide opposition.
ever, that the wale ems judge our faith enly by our al income tax to pay but the giv- which he said he favored
Mr. Nixon will err seriously
this ern school districts.
er may be taxed if the gift is
works!
plan. "I wouldn't want to see a
It would be tragic if Mr. Nix- if he continues the school policsizable. The law gemrally reon did not do something to change ies of the last administration.
quires a gill tax retwo to be
the
position of Mr. Finch and The American people are tired
tilled by the ckmor libel a ght your record will be corrected to
HEW.
One of the many troubles of the schools being used for
or gifts to say one person der* reflect your married name.
sociological experiments. They
that
confronted
the Johnson admthe year exceeds MOW
Q - Who can file the short
are aware that educational standinistration
was a so-called "crHowever, income earned
form, 1040A?
ards have suffered because of
gigs Is taxabie to the recipient.
A - This form can be used in edibility gap" is international the infusion of politics. If Mr.
!fairs. Well, the Nbes edelaisfollowing circumstances:
Nixon doesn't allow the people
1 - income is under $10,000;and tration may be itiager ofbevel- what they want - good educatRecord rainfall in this area has swelled rivers and my 85th birthday. DOMISIMMEM
ing
a
credibility
gap
of
its
own
- income consists entirely
streams to a point where some areas are virtually iso- 1 wool be entitled to the special
ion unadulterated by politics, he
on the domestic front.
will feel a political backlash in
lated. During a 30 hour period ending at seven o'clock benefits for the elderly on those of wages subject to withholding
sales?
and not more than.$200 from div- The voters took Candidate Nix- e four Years ahead.
this morning the rainfall in Murray was 5.76 inches.
A - The law requires you to be idends, interest, and other wagon at his word on "freedom of
Funerals have been scheduled for E./8gt. Oodie 65 or over before the
date of
choice." They placed their faith
Campbell killed in action, in the Philippine Islands on sale or exchange to qualify
for
Form 1040A cannot be ushis promise to who'd such
March 14, 1946, Mrs. Mary A. Wilson, age 75, who died these special benefits.
ed by taxpayers who either item- school systems. If HEW now adin St. Louis, Mo., and Leslie Lee Jones, age 53, of Padu- Q - I was married last maga. ise their deductions
or who claim opts a different policy, and recah, format, of Calloway County.
ince my name has chaaged de I special tax credits or deductions
Births reported include a son to Rev. and Mrs. Van I have to change my Social lemma; such as the retirement income yects "freedom of choice," how
can the public have any faith in
Bogard Dtmn, twin girls to Mr. and Mrs. Royal Parker,Ity number?
credit, sick pay exclusion, or the new administration's promisa girl to Mr. and Mrs. Zuel P. Lockhart, a boy to Mr. A - When your name cheeps, moving expense deduction.
es? Indeed Mr. Nixon , on the
and Mrs. Edward McClure, and a boy to Mr. and Mrs.'notify your local office of the
Further dMaiLs on tiling requi- basis of his campaign statemenSocial
Security Administration rements are given in the instructZderin Vance.
ts, has an obligation to uphold
Murray State lost their basketball game to Western as soon as possible. Your num- ions Mat accompany both the1040 "freedom of choice."
ber
will
be
not
changed
,
but
and
1040A
tax
forms.
73 to 54 here last night.
The country also will be watch-
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* TODAY *
at 1 8t1 p.m.

Bible Thoughtfor Today
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20 Years Ago Today.

•

•

30YearsAgoThisWeek
LEDGE*•Tug= limit
Mrs. Ruby Wicker Truluck, age 33, Mrs.
Mary Jones,
age 91, D. F. Bucy, age 81, Frank Eaker,
age 79, Gerald
Lee Daniell, infant child of Mr. and
Mrs. Codie Lee
Darnell, and the infant son. of Mr. and
Mn. B. T. Edwards, are the deaths reported this week.
The total sales for the seaman for tobacco
on the local
market amounted to 997,723 pounds
which brought a
total of $71,098.50 for a semonl average
of $7.13.
Four hundred farmers and vocational
agriculture
tendents were present at a one day school for
dairymen

Gen. Lemattzer Adm. Hoinie.

held at Murray State College. Prof. A. Carman,
head of
the college department of agriculture,
welcomed the
The Murray Milk Plant, under the direction
of
"
Treon
and G. B. Scott, were host for the noon
lune-R-

Harold Wil.oe

Mista

44

LONDON

IMEL
Mr. and Mrs. Lloyd SicKeel of 203 North
4th Street
are the parents of a girl born February 9.

Rendezvous Today

WASHINGTCN UPI - The U. S.
Coast Guard ice breaker Southwind was expected to rendezvous
today with the Daniidi ship Thais
Dan, trapped in the ice off Be
South Pole. The Danish shlp,sed-

BRUSSELS
BONN

•

Before Edison you couldn't buy it
Today you can't live without it

No Movement

RS- name is electricity. And it's the lifeblood of industry and
business, it's the fresh, clean energy that makes our homes modern. It lights our streets and directs traffic. It makes
hospitals comfortable and powers therapeulic machines. It
NATIONAL
Works untiringly on farms. Runs -trans.
ELECTRICAL WEEK
portation equipment. Works for us daily
in thousands of'-"ways.
. We are grateful for Edison's -development of this-versatile .power and join
our trade allies in the electrical field
in honoring this great man on the anniversary of his birth.

WASHINGTON UPI - The Sias
Departs.= says there Ins bele
"no seemetent" toward a TOPE111-

pads cd diellemstie relishes* bet.
weft the Halted Edam led the
er charter of the Australian gov- United Arab Reptile. The U. A.
ernment, became leaboemd last It, severed diplomatic relations

Kurt-Oe.,rg

weekend when it attempted to re- with the United States during
ach an Australian SCialtille stat- the 1967 Arab-Israeli war.
ion on the Antarctic continent.

-RUBBER STAMPS NOTARY SEALS - DATERS
Facade &Mtn Raps

FEBRUARY 1-13

•

•

ROME
1014,111•1k
f•

Pope Paul

e Ledger &Tines
OFFICE SUPPLY STORE

•

Ohseeppe .iaragst
HERE IS THE PATTON of President Nixon's European trip, and. some of the leaders he
will see First stop Brussels sip, for a NATO talk,
including ground chief General Lemnitzer and sail chief Admiral Holmes, then L.ondon Is,
Bonn 1 3 o, West Berlin 14p. Rome
i.1. Parts (61, and back to Rome to see Pope Paul.

-URAL ELECTRIC

• •

COOPERATIVE CORPORATION
WEST *ROADWAY - MAYFIELD, KY.
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SH1NGTON UPI - The Fed:ommunications ComMissits approved Mrs. Lyndon
Mason's request for the
of the tamily broadcast
ists to her control. The
y said it would allow omit Stations KTBC-TV, All
M, Austin, Tex., to return
a former first lady from
rustees who had operated
while her hustand occupied
hite House.

•

•

TODAY *
t 1 &7 p.m.
HAtitiv KUBRICK eRODuCTION

El

NUItit•li, KENTUCKY

BONN STANDINGS

SATURDAY — FEBRUARY 15, 1989

The Deep South
Is Ski Country

THURSDAY NIGHT
NAY Ezell
2-7
MIXED DOUSLES LEAGUE
Toni Hopson __ 6-7-10 & 3-7-10
Week ef Feb. 6, 1949
Jean Chancey
5-8-10
Team Standings:
ATLANTA 'UPI) —The ski
W. L. Mildred Hodge
2-7
bug has bitten thousands of
Reapers
56 20 Emma Adams
5-lob 5-7
residents of the deep South.
Red Birds
56
al Anne Flood
Weekend TV Sports
3-10
5332 Wilma
Atlanta, Birmingham, JackScares
&theme
Lyons
4-5
Pin Busters
sonville, Pia.. and 10 other
44 32 JoYe lowland
1 .30 Ralt-kaY ',Misr' Show (1).
3-10
2 p.m.-5Ec Baskat ball. itentucey at
southern cities all have ski
Night Owls
43 33
Florida (4).
High Ind. Avers's'
Alley Cats
2 p.m.—Championship Bowling IS). clubs with a total of 2,000
41 34 Marilee Pariui
158
2:30 p.m.—Pro Bowlers' Tor.(5)members.
Demons
36 40 Bobbie Garrison
Sy JACK WOLISTON
157
S p.m.—Golf Classic (5).
The Atlantic Ski Club, whose
Rollers
32% 43% Mildred Hodge
Is.m.-Wkle
(51.
world
or
4
soon.'
137
NEW YORK (UPI) — The
members make up half the
Sunday
Benots
213% 47% Wanda Nance
155 St. Petersburg (?la.) Y
lgaskattiog, imam Parent group —
p.m.-14BA
12:53
Southeastern
Strikes
23 63 LaVaughn Latimer
153 Club has-lbilthelha an
Coates-at Phesdelehii 76 far 11. (II )flki Clubs Association (SESCA)
& S.
3234 Katherine Lax
of Golf (1).
152 haus program which it hopes 11 p.m.—WorldSicking/
—Is the second largest ski club
Show (5).
p.m.—Ploy
Night Rides
21 83 Betty Dixon
151 will establish the world's ocean 1:30 p.m.—NHL Hocinsy, Seaton In the nation.
MIN:
Isabel Parks
142 racing charigionithip for sail- Bruins at Chicago Block Hawks (5).
Elevations near the Great
Nigh Tessa States
2 p.m.—gports In Action (4).
Joye Rowland
•145 ing Yachts.
Smoky Mountains in Tennes3 p.m.—American Sportsman di /Red Birds 1968 Betty Riley
Wednesday
146
The champiendidp iambi be
see and North Carolina supply
Mergers
1978
p.m.—Acad•rny of Sports AMPS
— Mildred Hodge, Sec
based on a males of races In
the course and Mother Nature
1959
SPorilo
various parts of the world, to (4).
supplies the snow—or at least
High Tessa Mame
be competed In over a Period of
the temperatures low enough
Reapers
738
three Years--from Jan. 1, 1960
to freeze water thrown into the
LEAGUE
Red Birds
718
to Jan. 1, 1871.
air by artificial snow machines.
Monday, Feb. 10, 1949
POSTPONE
BOUT
%Nino
701
The result: sometimes as
championfor
eligible
To
be
Team Standings:
W. L ship status, two mandatory and
WOMEN:
much as 8 to 24 inches of snow Jan Long, left, a freshman from Elizabe
thtown, and Margo Yelser, right, a sophMartin Oil
30 25
High lei Series
on
any of seven ski areas in omore from Lebanon,
at }east five optional races out
express the sentiments of the Murray State student body
56 31 of a total of 18 must be sailed,
Bobbie Garrison
NEW YORK UPI - A boos eastern Tennessee and western
472 Bank of Murray
with this sign. The Raters meet Bastern tonight at the MEW
53% 30% and one race must be in excess bruise suffered during training North Carolina.
Judy Palter
472 T. V. Service
fleldhoiLse.
48% 35% of 1,000 miles.
,Sayne Knight
470 Murray Lodge
has forced former welter and "We had 70 ski days last year
Photo by Wilson Woolley
Mutual
of
Omaha
45
• Marilyn Peeks
116
—only
20 less than Vermont,
463
The two mandatory races are mkidlorweight champion Emile GUndsey's
44% 39% the St. Petersburg-Port Lauder- riffith to poetposie his scheduled a real estate dealer in GatlinNigh hid. Same
nine-point deficit to tie the game
&boot
of
Bus.
40%
burg,
43%
Tenn.,
Jayne Knight
said.
211
or take the lead, only to have the
dale race, an annual event Feb. 14 middleweight bout here
Colonial
The
Bread
Oatlinburg
13%
resort, which
54% which will start this year on with Stanley "Kitten"
Marilyn Parts
196
Colonels blast out the victory
Hayward. with Cataloochee in
Maggie
23% (10% Feb. 8, and the Miami-Jamaica
Judy Parker
behind an overtime scoring surge
182 Ryan Milk
Valley,
NC.,
Country
first
Kitchen
ventured to
20 64
MIEN:
race, a biennial contest beginfrom Toke Coleman.
provide
snow
skiing in the
To "five" Averages
ning this year on March 17.
South, in 1961, boasts a 4.900
High Ilesmi geratds
Jerome
forward
Western
189
A committee appointed by
FORD WILL COMPETE
foot long expert slope and "the
254 SPYC Commodore Jack
Delmar Brewer
Bowling Green, Ky. - West- Ron Sutton and 6-0 Bill Bland. Perry suffered a shoulder in-180 D. Knight
Clark
highest
vertical
drop
from the arn Kentucky seeks to break They played important
246 and headed by club member
sit
Lyman Dixon __----- 170 D. Abell
roles in jury at Eastern and had to
Atlantic Coast to Canada."
227 Jack Powell selected the 18
the momentum of East Tennes- the Eagles'earlier 86-80 win over out most of the second half and
T. C. Hargrove
178 R. Pace
NEW
YORK
Beech
UPI
it's
Mountain,
Jacque
Paswhich see's four-game win streak here Western at Cookeville.
the overtime period. But
High Genie WHC
▪ Ted Hurt
races. Other committee mem175
N Knight
272 bers include James Michael, sino, manager of special vehicl- claims to be "the Aspen of the Saturday night as the Rilltoppers
In dropping its second league hoped he'll round into shape in
111/ WOMEN:
East,"
has
five
for the weekend's action
time
chair
lifts
es
for the Ford Motor Company
and try to keep pace in the ever- game of the season at Eastern
D. Abell
262 San Francisco; James McHugh,
Tim "Five" Averages
a gondola for rides to six chal- changing Ohio Valley Conference Kentucky Monday, the Hilltop- against the two Tennessee quinsaid
Wednesday
Ford
R.
Pace
will
min250
Chicago
Yacht
B.
Club;
DevBobbie Garrison
162
tets.
basketball race.,
pers three times came from a
M. Stranak
241 ereux Barker m. Yachting pete in the Dayton 500-rnilestack lenging slopes.
Marilyn Parks
157
In the same area as Beech,
Following the invasion by the
car
race
High
Scratch
Team
Feb.
23
ILILesises
using
its
Beppe,
magazine,
and
MS
Dr.
Betty Dixon
152
around Boone, N.C., ate three kluccaneers, the league's deMartin Oil
2843 Yacht Club Italian°, Genoa, 427-cubic inch engine instead of
Patsy Neale
151
other resorts — Seven Devils, fending co-champs, the HillScratch
Senses'
High
8
the
Italy.
new
429
-cubic
inch
engine. Hound Ears and Blowing
Kay Lax
150
Rock. toppers brittle Tennessee Tech
H. Garner
600
Eight races selected by the
—Fred Paul Stalls,
And Sapphire Valley, near Monday night. Tech is one of
R. Pace
-886
comndttee originate In the
Highlands, N.C., provides three only two OVC teams-to ham a
Setrairg-Treseurer
N. Knight
577 United States and four of
slopes that can be reached in loss on Western this season.
Western was knocked Off the
High
3
Genies
WHC
them conclude in foreign waless than three hours from AtSPRAINED KNEE
MAGIC-TRI LEAGUE
top of the OVC standings MonH. Sean
667 ters. In addition to the Bt. Petlanta:
O
Week of Feb. 11, 1969
day night by an 85-77 overtime
11. Stranak
655 ersburg-Fort Lauderdale and
Team Standings:
W. L.
loss to an inspired and determR. . Pace 655 the Miami-Jamaica races, the
for your Drug, Prescription
Johnson's Grocery
BOSTON UP!. Derek Sander73 15
H. Garner
654 other six are: Marblehead,
ined Eastern Kentucky quintet
Dell Beauty School 58 30
season's
last
sOn,
Rookie
the
WOLFF
of
LEAVES
and
.-Halifax, Nova Scotia;
High Team 3 Games MK
at Richmond. The Hilltoppers,
Rowland Refrig.
55
33
NEW YORK
— Bob Wolff, 7-2 in league play and 14-7
WE WILL BE CLOSED . . .
Newport-Bermuda: Annapolis- Year in the National Hockey LeaMartin
OU
over3113
Murray Beauty Salon 52 36
llewport: San Pedro-Nonolulu; gue, will be sidelined for two or director of public relations for all, are in a second-place tie
Nish lediwisival Avenges
From 11:00 a.m. to 1:00 p.m. for Church Hour
Jerry's
47 41
Ilan Diego-Acapulco, and Chi-, three weeks with a sprained left Madison Square Garden, has with Morehead, a half-game, back
J.
Neale
188
Bank of Murray
46 41
left
'his
post
to
become
knee,
of
executMurray
it
was
announced
State's
Wednesd8-2 record.
Norm Chancey
156 cago-Maekinac.
Owen Food Market 35 53
ive assistant to Irving Mitchell
Western dumped East TennT. C. Hargrove
The foreign races involve ay by the Boston Bruins.
12
Country Kitchen
nessee
95-76,
at
32 58
Johnson
Felt,
City
president
and
chairmen
180 England. France. Sweden, Ausearlier this season, hit the Bucs
Carroll Volkswagen 21 67 Hub Din
af the Garden omporation.
New
tralia.
Anentins,
Eselesid,
J.
Washer.
179
_
_
have
recovered from a mid•Clifford% Gulf
21 EtNAMED COACH
Dixon
177 Italy and China.
year slump to pot together two
High Team 0:3•11%0 WHC
D. Abell
They
176
include the Fastnet in
wins over Tech and a pair of
PURCHASE OUTFIELDER
Johnson's Grocery
1011
Buchanan
175 England; Plymouth, England, PITTSBURGH ers — Cherbe
ST. LOUIS net — The St. non-league victories over Appa!Ninety Beauty Salon
14103 I:. Garner
Sumner
has
lachian State and East Carolina.
been
named
dekato
LaRochelle, France; Skew
175
Louis Cardinals have purchseed
Carmil Volkswagen _ _
East Tennessee boasts one of
. Riley
174 race in Sweden; Sydney-Hob- sive backfield coach of the outfielder Byron Browne
High Teem 3 Gliffs•S WHC
from the
nation's top backcourt
art in Australia; Hobart-Auck- Pittsburgh Steelers.
George Hodge
174
the
Johnson's Grocery
Oklahoma City farm club scoring threets in 6-3 strongman
2968
Summer, who played in the
land, New Zealand; China Sea
McNeely
173
of the Houston Astros and as- Harley Swift, averaging 20.5
Murray Beauty Salon
2811
J. Hendon
r.
170 race from Hong Kong to Ma- National Football League with signed him to their Tulsa
Owen Food Market
farm points per game. The Duca also
2774
nila: Buenos hires-Rio de Ja- Chicago end Minnesota, had
—Terry
L.
Meat
have a dead-eye shooter up front
High Ind. Game Scratch
Privaisk Dining Room
netro: Cliraglia. Italy, and the served the last six seasons as team.
•
Sisc.•Trees.
Browne hit .238 with 10 home In 6-5 Junior forward Mike KretMildred Hodge
192
Agean Sailing Rally. Piraeus- defenrave backfield coach of the
(Call For Reservations)
zer,
averaging
18.6.
runs and 42 runs batted in last
Marilyn Parks
192
Rhodes, Greece.
Oakland Raiders of the Amen.
I A. M. to II P. M.
Tech has a whole bevy of
.1. C. Gallimore 7 day a week
Sandra Thompson
year at Oklahoma City.
132
Number 18 is the 2,750 nsu ean League.
capable shooters, headed by 6-4
High Ind. Game WFIC
tical miles 'Transatlantic Race,
Sandra now.=
a biennial affair which is sailbey Ezell
US
ed from Newport. R.I., to Daunt
babel Parka'
"
226
Light Vessel of Cork. Ireland,
High Ind. 3 Games Scratch
and begins this year on June
Marilyn Parks
513
22.
LOUISVILLE, Ky. CPI — AuBobbie Garrison
512
Powell explained that while
atil Piny survived a five-minLeVaughn Latimer
438
ute scorelees streak at the start seven races are the minimum.
High Ind. 3 Games WHC
of the game and fought back more than the five optional
- Sandra Thompson
630
to edge Bellarmine 57-54 Wed- and two mandatories may be
W Marilyn Parts
813
sailed with the best seven
nesday night.
•
Barbara Chilcutt
counted
604
Splits Converted
Fleet positions will be the
Forward Larry Noble scored
Sandra Thompson
2-7
basis for point accreditations,
20
points
to
teed
Austin Peay he said The boat hull and
Wanda Whitt
3-5-10
the
while Bob Belton had 13 to
Sandra Thompson
owner, or charterer, must be
1-7
pass
Bellarmitie.
Wanda Nance
the same for the three years
4-5-7
Margaret Morton
of competition but rigging and
3-10 Govs gained the
lead
with
12
Isabel Parka
44 11 6740 seconds left on a basket by Ron rating may be varied.
LaVaughn Latimer
4-5 Waller and then
Powell defended the two
Howard Wright
An
Mae Owen ____ 5-6 & 3-10
hit as the buzzer sounded for mandatory races being held in
* Polly &wen
5-8-10 the final
Florida by pointing out Florthree-poird margin.
Barbera Chllcutt
ida sailors must go to Europe
6-8-10
or the Pacific, or both, to complete the five optional races.
Also, the two mandatory races
can be sailed in one trip
Wherever possib)e, Powell
said, the committee tried to
select races so that most
yachtsmen had two or three
mem in mere or isms home
waters
The Florida sailor, who will
'campaign his 4eLfoot Salty Tiger in the International competition, said several owners
have indicated they wanted to
compete.
Powell said Bill Snaith of
*
New York. a yschtainan and a
noted industrial designer, had
created a special trophy that
will so to the winning yacht in
1171. Money for the trophy
will be raised In St. Petersburg.

Boating

•

pan, as Edwards proposes
In his perpetual calendar.
a way to deal with February
abolish it entirely.
hongh Edwards' ceocept Of
'changing 12-month calendar
tight 30-day months and four
y months may be mathemat' appealing, it fails on hum.c grounds.
at we need is an 11-month
dar with the 365 days divid, follows; seven in January
itch to recover from New
s Eve; none in February;
ys in March in which to
re for spring; 90 days in
, May and June; 14 days in
uid August for vacation pur; a 20-day September; a 15ictober; a 10-day November
5-day December.
at the very least February
i be moved to another part
year. Midway between July
August would be a likely

/.1

PAGE THREE
Tan LEDGES

Control Returned

Toppers Must Stop ETSU
To Keep Pace hi OVC

Holland Drug----"--

WILL BE OPEN THIS SUNDAY
Sundry Needs

HAZEL CAFE

reamsea°•

NOW SERVING
* FRESH KY. LAKE CATFISH tr
* COUNTRY HAM & STEAKS *

APSU Edges
Bellarmine

Plan now to attend

Saturday, March

buy it
tit

from I all tl 5 pm-

•••

'RIC

,
5 4%,

lialtinsove, Browns
Spilt Windows

elevelopand join
:al field
he anni-

NEW YOUR MS —
mera's victory °OW Glevaiandl
in the Natimmel Psotbell Leisue's 19118 cliamplasehlp awe
was worth 19,285 to each member of the Ook squad receiving
a toll stems.
NFL President Art Modell
mid the Browns, litho were beaten by the Colts 24-0, received
$LOW for each losers ihere.
Both wefts are the wood
highest in the 36-year Mstery
of the championship gime.
recited winning shore of OAS ,,Srs 111111111MI aim&
was paid -to Green Bey in 111e---- NE
-Packers' 1986 victory over =las.
Baltimore voted 51 shares and
Cleveland 53 shares for the Dec.
72 game.
Net receipts for the game
were $1.389,708

as

•
_
TON Of STRIICERS Two members of South Dakota's heaviest
bowling team line up a ball with the aid pf their 89-pound
manager. John Locke. John Rice I left 1, :333 pounds, and
Bud Berger. 330 pounds. are the heaviest members of the
tenni. tt•hIch iveighs over 2.000 pounds. The lightest member
weighs 249 pounds. They hail from Sioux Falls.

•

USEFUL GIFTS FOR EVERYONE
* REFRESHMENTS' WILL BE SERVED
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MURRAY, ISNTUCKY

Hogue-Barnett Etegageusetet

SATUKDAT — PilliZOARY It 1
Guam

University Dames
Meet On Tuesday
For Rash Party

A 'Better Fit' Can

Solve This Dilemma
a

By Abigail Van Buren

s
▪ •

DEAR ABBY: There is an old saying, "The family that
FIT'together. stays together." I wish they could say the same
kor the beady that EATS together.
- Pre hid Seritere-teeth In11111111 ten MONK and it tab*
me twat m hi le chew mg fled imid got it dews as it did
when I had no an teeth. Bet NW*same Is mine it. They
keep a steed, eararsellea p&p at mikes. ad ask me
questions, se I lime le step chewing mml ISINIIR them. Well,
bake I knew it, *anybody else has tinkled milk. and I'm
alma
thrm
Mamie OM this in your column Rut tleal eatintiee my
esme) se folks will be a little more paha with those 01 1*
with deitures. Thank you.
GRANDPA
OMAR GRANDPA: Yen duel med.path:wee en the part of
ethers, Yea seed a better at! Go back to the dentist who made
ymediesteres soigne the bile ea Saha hr an adjmaneent.
DEAR ABBY: We are a groupd womoss.srbe Wort ci
club. We each take term hootosig
eh& k
homes. The
idea of this club is he WU have am aajoyable evening away
from the kiddies. We all have families, and cm the nights
we
entertain we either get a sitter in, w have our children in
bed
fast asleep.
Ow probes: One of the pis hi our club hes a
sinall
who , she purposely keeps op hrthis inesting. The ON
is
darling, hot a --"-4. Ski niewepalleas the comereetko
and is the center of attraction the entire time. She diesel
jest
make an appearance, she is allowed to stay ALL evades.
How can we tell this member without hurting her feelings
that her child should not be included?
SOME MEMBERS
DEAR MEMBERS: If she sees this, it might ast be
necessary to tell her anything. But la case she doesn't. one
of
you "gale' meat to tell her that chair's sheen be neither
seen am beard when mama entertains.
▪

DEAR ABBY: Please help me before I lose my mind. I am
34 and Doug is 39. We have three children and a nice home, but
I am BORED. Doug never wants to go anywhere. He's happy
just staying at home. He never wants to have anyone in either.
We have no friends. I have no family here, and neither has
he.
1 am a good housekeeper and a very good cook. (Even
Doug says so.l I have plenty of molt to do at home and don't
need an outside job.
This boredom is driving me nuts. Doug says all he does is
go to work and it's not driving HIM nuts.
Doug wasn't this way when I married him. He's also lost
all his desire to make love to me, but it doesn't seem to bother
him. Maybe be's ready to shrivel up and die, but I'm not_ Hen
me Believe it or not, I love the guy.
BORED
DEAR BORED: If Doing wasn't "that way" whew yen
married him. obviously asesetnag has bappened to him. If yea
is,, the guy, get"m to a doctor. If it's physical, he cas be
helped. U it's mental, he can also he helped—MO it may takes
Mk longer. Whatever yes du don't cognise to wallow in
esM-plty, meat with resentment, aid vegetate with boredom.
CONFIDENTIAL TO "A LOVING. BUT WEARY SOUL:"
I can may repeat one of sty faverite quotes from Mart Twain:
"It takes a friend aid enemy to hart you to the quirk. The
enemy to malign you-mad the 'Mead' to get the sews to you"
Everylooty has • problem. What's yaws, For a perseed
reply write to Abby. Ilse Mee. Les Angeles. Cat. Mei
seduma stamped. asig-eildresood envelope
FOIL ABBY'S NE1V BOOILIAT -WRAY T113124-AGICI
WANT TO KNOW." SEND Wes TO ABBY. BOX araa, I oh
ANGZLIIII. CAL. MM.

Clock la for the Bees

The loadings, who were driven
awry from the local shipyards.
RAKKOS
-FURNESS,
resettled on the hand* of the
England
The residents' rlo.-k Pi heneber
too mans gather
of this community don't know on
one hand. their ....Aght mots
what tine it is because of thou it. Town
clerk .N1. %oil pubsemis of starlings who hare stak- lished
an official notice warned a claim on the town hall ing
that the clock Was uneeliehle.
k.

(um) -

--4.-

Dr. V. W. Etherton
753-5441

201 N. Sib Street

SAUNA BATH
Mondays and Fridays
9 a.m. to 4 p.1111.
Receptionist Will Be In Attendance

Chiropractio Office Hours:
Irmeggspe and Thursday,
—tenet to 6 p.m.
• _
• 1111111111111days
111 mai. a 4 p.m.

ceded to the

'United States after the Span
mom.

The Morrow Melee of the
National Ammehdish o/ Marmy State Uolversity Dames
met Itiendey. Pelmslity 11. at
erventhirty etisti he the evening he the Studied Wen Building.
A rush party for prospectiv
members was bait
Mn. J. Matt Spaitthen, mesSaturday. February IS
sier. gave sAbort theory and
purpose at the orgoidaMion.
The Itheetere-Callowsp Orm4
Si. said the Norm Stale cineStriae MO will hem he pet.
mas otgensed in MB by a
luck supper and meelieg at the
borne of Ide and Mrs. MIMI
of sehdesst wires who
Matfett linoronalfgesno. at
a need for an association
of proper of Uietr owe age
0:30 pm.
•••
peep with ander problems
A Gospel Magna win be held
and islorests.
at the Heal Deplist Ann* at
The meaning of the astional
7:30 p.m The pulite is linnet
ellibleek the wed&ieg ring
•••
pima by Is erne am so'Me is "Heart Dip" be ha
pleismiL Mrs. Sparkman Is a
been sptww:r eases the organbedew k Murray. Deader
ization.
ler the heart feed will he bh
Fifty-five girls introduced
ea at the Narray-nestera hestbeameives and located their
ketball pme.
•••
home Mate on the met Games
were played.
A Turkey Shoot win be held
The Vaientime mcitlf:eills earat the Sardis Coolletailse
Club staitiag at AIM mar,Ow
ned at In the make backs
Bored by the Dueler Ceemeow
and Is. rehiehasidd
fly Cater. fads .11g. Is
Tho next siestas(
be
-**
44••
ward the hadielhall east Is se
held on Tessap, Panay 23,
it 7:30 pa. Is nee Shank Unbunt as the groonik at Om
WM SANDRA HOODS
Center.
ion Building A anon an "Hoer
•••
T Sake :Anil. Illeeenr" will
Cob Scoot Pa& 71.11 held
The espeemient of Hiss Sandie Hogue to Steve Barnett be taught
•••
its Roe and Gold impost
his been annowneett by her wean Kr. and Mrs. John H. Hogue
the Maio tailed Ilithellet al Flint, Kith.
Chat& at area pm. lake
Mr. Barnett is the sOn of Mr and Mn. James Bereett of Debalks in the Didier, aenfte. troit Kota., former residents of Murray. He is the nephew of Mrs.
Alm, and Illasion arms el Oat Lorena Mershon. Vlbe &Teen Mr. aed
Mrs. Bob Mom Vise
Scone ars urged to allsid.
Street, me commies. Mr. gaol Mrs. J. B. Evens of Benton sod Mr
•••
mid Mn, Ted Mins of Hardie are relatives*
Newby, Pefteisery V
Both Mies name and Mr. Hinted are students at Michigan
Melte Hap* opined
The Pomo Hessetnehen Cab ante University, lioastog. Kith. She
is a ophossine majoring he her haw
for the illooling of
wet have a potluck lamehielt theatre
and he le a junior majostag hi urine ptomaine.
the Perris Greve Nitimmakeis
meeting at 10:30 CIL it Ihe
..rte
atigniallsei
.
6
in
MI.
Clair aid cm Wedibelkprisab t—
IMme et lbw Dine
Med Both pia to maim their studies* lliehigin
•••
rolly11 at OM Wylie& hi the
afternoon.
The Wosesees laphilsea
Chab wal meet at Ile Cob IL
immity Center,
sDdes, at at St Leo's at 7:39 pm. Karim dinner meeting at the Woman's
The melee lease Is 'Cloth
7/10 pm. All aisemben mid ay Boyd. art deportment, Murray Club House at 6:90 pen. Mrs. tog Coneirnettoe" MS frieset•
State,
will
give a tat on intro- Sadie Nell Jones, chairman. ed by Mrs Oates Lee
ilienaed pewees an argil b
ducing art to yams children. Who Ruth Limiter, and Mrs.
ateend.
Mn. DUI Wrelbie, predawn,
•• •
•••
Ethel Ward are in charge of presided. Mrs, AIM %Pee
The Rho Cheekier of Alpha the pogrom
TWIDSdrh Pamir, IS
sew the &wake Mae the
•• •
The general niestime of the Delta Kappa el& moat at the
thought for the ma& aid
Friday, Felimary, TI
Women's trasakonery Sedate of home of Sue Cheney at 710
Teeing • pees sealed "I
The Here! Baptist Chinch Know Someding Geed About
the First Baptist Oven* will p.m. Mrs. Berne Menges will
be the meeker. Hesithees are Wonsen's Missionary Society You".
meet at II:30 am. at the
Group IR will be in chomps it Martha Cr,, Sileleeta Wre- will ham a Merkel Indy at the
cher. and CharEtte
church at 6:30 pm. Mrs. Lloyd
the program
The club wowed Whs. Wri•••
Cornell will conduct the study. the as Club
Hosgchairman.
•••
Thursday, February MI
me Penh Dam Ord* it
Mrs. Roger Humph
gave the
the
lisCheilt
hinderape notes
Church ROCS will meet it SID - The Lynn Grave H menaldir
home of lira Leased Vemehm era Club will meet with Iggs.
Refreshments were served by
West Nei firmnit. at MS pa. Bill .Ations at one p.m.
the boatels to the mombers and
•••
Mr. and Mi Jett WOWS tell
cme peat, No. dean Esher
show glides of their tedeit
•,.
Mrs. Lloyd Corneal will preThe Hely Lad
sent the book study on Hawaii
Mrs. Hardin Norris Ina the
The ma Siseiliee will he
•••
for the W mares MOM-nary his for the program en "The held on Wednesday. Illareh 11,
Circle I el the That UMW Society of the Dm Grove Bap- Story of the Church" presented
at ten sm.et the Oilosineky
Methodist Church WM will tist Church starting at ten a..n. at the meeting of the Wommi's
meet at the social Inil II km at the Aurrh. A poluck lunch Miseionery Society of the Elm Center en CYR Mb. A pot.
pm. with Mn. Joe Mar sod will be served and the nursery Grove Baptist Church hold Irk slipper will he sIned sad
the lemma win be oft "numbs
Mrs. Charlie Sale as bestesait will be open_
Wednesday at the church.
•••
flowers".
Se.
The prosiness was opened with
The women of S. hillm's
the groom singling 'Christ the
Episcopel Chinch will inset M
The Kirksey Baptist Church Only Hope" Mrs. Walton Falkthe home of Mrs Jules Her Woman's Missionary Society will erson read the scripture from
court 1710 Magnolia Dries, at meet at the church at 6:30 p.m. Acts 12:1-12 and Km. Albert
720 pm Pluses note dames 411 for the book study to be taught Critter had the call to prayer
dile.
by Mrs. David Brasher, teacher.
Others taking pot in the pro•••
•••
gram were Mrs. Keys Keel, MrsThe Christian Womea's PeiTemple Hill Chapter No. 511 Bessie C-Is-n, Mrs. Hilda Maupload, of the That Chrktaa Order of the Eastern Star will in. Mrs. Charles Burke's, Mrs.
will meet at the church lib- meet at the Masonic Heil at Alvin Futrell. Mrs. Maudle
rary at LSO am. with Creep
7.30 p.m.
and Mrs. Albert Crider.
•• •
is hooka
Mrs. Burkeen, president. pre• ••
The Home Department of the sided. and Mrs. Msupin read
The Musk Deportmest of the Murray Woman's Club will meet - the minutes. Other reports were
Murray Woman's Club will meet at the club house at two
p.m. given by the chairmen. Mrs.
at the club house at 730 p.m Hostemes will be Mesdames Mae Williams led the closing
with Prof. John C. Winter pre- Claud Miller, Owen Billington. prayer.
senting the program Hostages R. if. Miller, E. W. Riley, G. C.
Also •present for the meetTAR be thadenses Illeurtes Ancraft, Quinton Gibson and, ing Were Mrs. George Coney,
Humph:el', Clyde Johason, M. John Livpsay.
Mrs. Earl Lee, Mrs. Tharatie
•••
G. Ceram, James K Alan*.
Parker, Mrs. Alfred Keel, Mn
tan, Germ& lease, mid W. IL
The Business and Profession- Dick Futrell. and Mrs. Melvin
al Women's Club will have its Barnes.
•••
The. sham study an
Aloha Lad" win be held at

OTT

1205 Chestnut Street
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WILL it OPEN EVERY SUNDAY
for your Drug, Prescription

SOCIAL WNW

ecut-At•fit
:

PIN

and Sundry Needs
Open 12:00 a.m. till 6:00 p.m.
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NOW!
INTERNATIONACSTERLING
30th Anniversary Sale

•

To
OFF
on all
pieces
Choose from ow
corn plebe epee stock

•

.deedosttnlflisi
or stare your earner
now in awe of these
all time palterer
favorites.

Harris Ors* Chib
Meets At Flothe Of
Mrs. Heuer •
KAI.

wafts

Magnificent
L•a31 33V
design

•••

That unreal

Mrs.Hardin Morris
Program Leader At
Elm Grove Meet

the abet Baskin Church at maven p.m. hey. and
Lloyd
Cornell will present the Moir.
The nursery viall be open.

•
• s

•

BIG
8x10

Your Child's Portrait

•••

Murray Anesesbly No. IS Order of the Raintic w ter Ghia
will hold its regular meelbmg
at the Masonic Bali at seta
pa
• ••
Wednesday, Palomar? ID
The Wodesboro Hamenelkoni
Oub will meat at the hefts .1
Mrs. ibis Hurt at 16-.311 pa.
•• •
•
The Poeteresivre Homemilkina
Club will meet at as Saito
Ian at 11.311
•••
The Natures Palate Gerdes
Club will have an aii ary Neat.
lag at the Consammity Caner,
Elks Drive. at ten am. with
Mrs Harold Evermneyer as am.
teas A sack lunch will be served.
•••
The
Elm Grove Baptist ,
Church WM3 will hove a ma
*On study at the church it
seven pm.
.•
C'T`tre women of the Oaks Cowstry Club 'sIU have as reMdar
day of bridge at 0:30 Ode.
Brandon, phone 71111111)1
2
be hoas.
st
rime male Oar*
clops by Monday.
•• •
M Ahem of St. Leo's Preschool Cooperative will meet

Is Livia, Color
111011011* STIR

kg. $14.15 tan
SELECT YIN CISICE OF PlISE
FROM NATURAL COLIN PRINTS
p11010. HS: 00 IA. still 54. P.M.
Limit one per

QUALITY OF WORKMANSHIP GUARANTEE'

TUBBS STUDIO
-T13 S. 13 Ili

Lifitillti to two:

I

Feb.17 .-thru Feb. 19

person - two per

family.

Groups - $1.00 per person

Atielittottol suipiocts _ $3,95,

DRESS THE tilILDREN COLORFUL

153-3001
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Backstairs At The
White House
By MERRIMAN SMITH

Lot Street
UPI White House Reporter

VERY SUNDAY

By JACK GAPER

Prescription
r Needs

till 6:00

p.m.
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eSTERLING
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MURRAI, KENTUCKY
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see virtually anytideg mitts ,so
tezt
of eldt wog balm. for- Nixon's Mead has a big stake,
Mager of the event or Matteotti
a' Profaned Lyme. B. REG- Discussion of &Mom and the
going any further.
WAUHIAW UPI - Alcohol coo- ACCRA, Ghana UPI - Ghana
Because of Reborn's &Wood am often talked over Arnim 'hewing ember calm *Dore.
dI... rose last year by eight will seek compensation from the
to Nixon, particularly in Florida, world affairs with one of his the tact that financial arrange- per and Midi Polish newspaper Israeli government for damage
if Bebe now so much as hays a closer Tema pals, Judge A, W. ments with the government were said bay much of it was moon- to a Ghana Airlines plane during
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ON SALE MONDAY, FEBRUARY 17111 . .
TWO TREMENDOUS FABRIC BUYS
REG. 63.99 to '5.99 YD. - NEW SPRING

Our entire stock of brand new Spring '69

Ily Ma IMPAIR
TIM PLAY was Cheichov's "The Three Staten." at Tyrone Gsdhrie's theater in bertneapelle, and oats of the actors went up In his linen
Li., he blew them Miss Rita Gent, playing ifsWr Mamba. dirk. cool and beautiful, stappad
in calmly and ad-libbed a =Us, or vamped In
• ready as the maybe foss, and the actor got
luck onto the troth.
When the curtain went down, tidied director
Guthrie hugged Mad Gain and cried "You got
'...4.? through it! By heaven, you're a pre/motional!"
..„):, , This, after countless movies. TV chorea end
.... Breedway plays — and yet Rita trammel" IL
1 'Tee hien through au ithads of stages In astV,Mg." Si any. candidly. "Ewe been good, had.
.-.-:..., mod end led agent. as I developed—bat whim
--.-41-71r. Gweinfe valise me a problesionat / felt I
a' het gotten somewhere."
l' Daytime video inotheitoss are getting a chance
ta see the young-old pro these months on NBC's
ot.'•'Media roam," newest of the soap operas, In
- -,--..
.., *Inch she plays Minot Jaffee. a senator's wife
4•who Is painfully sweet and lovely. 'Tin m
i
noble that rm starting to act that way IA real
.".. Ma," says Rite, "and I Mink It's wearing my
..,`..' Mends wt."
•P
• • •
atm GAM pares. Me acting Ufa elsesetawsly
•
. —"My his on the silver screen has boa II elleIn camshaft of Rasher, Mohawk and Him p.
'
or ammo and alloitcal smossur—but Si las
am. arm taw of voided Sill plaid: (1)
the Thews asters" job. (S) Totrissigpo sni,Ilamai -11udesely, Last twanies." she WOO
Bough Airefass. ml (3) "Its NOV a Si
igrow Maw
. widdshee week sem ass ole
i et Illerlies film federal in
-1; ratabetyga-aara. Asa yaw ip la lair
- sof hoe Mb e, roar etIMMO&
_ Awe, pest, Mit Eke that, Si get ala
In the play "A Flag Is bare." it
.young Wag DOW" die la" "All'Algelk sea
I'm not a ley. Mewl* iney wanted AL mar left"
Re worked feisty steadily en nreadswer stew
that, understudying Julie Herrn Is •111•111Morrat.""I never became her replacement, ineugh,"
sae says. -ItiM Stanley got the pert. I moo too
busy flirting wtth the South Amations hype
who were in th• play."
• • •
•.
HL4R MOVIE career opened with a honeybee
- she
i
Sice-red in "The Titter." thefillia-4101
Ray Wised In wIdett there WWI Mr 411111.1.•
. and one reason she r* the part eons a ,tbo
spRIM ta Life MMaine &haat illa Oh ishang
young TV artrames ((we other* was Grime
*Kelly and Diann Lyun).
• It was only after nee sooMes Uwe. Os saes.
; me decided to leent tow to art Si tenet drama
. lessons at several schools. and Ulm her career
- bounced up and down as she went through her

.1
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fitondecl Acrylics on sale at a fraction of
original

Movie Star Rita Is it's Old Pro Now

ru Feb. 19
LOO pie

'WITH

BONDED ACRYLICS

e lif CAMEOS:Ras Gem

-

er

AND TODAY SHE
SENT IT BACK

rvc

:W

rev

•

mill cost. It's the new wonder fab
tic that looks and feels like finest wool, but
it's the ideal weight to wear through spring
and summer.

SI

ao NEW SPRING 'SI ROPMED ACRYLICS
i•• FMST QUALFTY, FULL BOLTS
ro SOLIDS,'TWEEDS, PIAIDS, FANCIES
ALL NEW SPRING COLORS AND WEAVES
bo SAVE UP TO OM A YARD

OUR ENTIRE STOCK! * * * REG. 15.99 to '8.99

hi Nita affges.,
Fenn,"
riemigas
Ineedfad se wino
As and. '"fho Derr Is Nseywand.
good-bed years Creamery she made a solid
manes of herself and juet recently co-starred
with Gig Young in "atrl in My Soup." "I don't
worry as much any more,- she say. ”Irn more
reused. More confident. perhaps"
• • •
PLATS AND TV keep her busy now, but
she'd like to make another picture, if a good one
comes along. Meanwhile, divorced from Thomas
Guirtsburg ther first husband was director Sidney Lurneti, she spends Mach time with her
children. Kate, 11, and Mike, 10. doesn't Mak
nosily old enough to ham had them - -end alas
daily in the soaps.
-I don't knock daytime
she says. 4.it
entertains and my theory is, so}thing
communication . . and we have to communicate, don't we?"

The most wanted fashion fabric for now
and all through summer now at fraction of
regular price! Hurry, for this sensational
fabric buy! Come early for best selection.
•Dacron Polyester
impt_w_ggashimirton

'
Paris, Tenn.

Distributed by King ?matures Syseleat•
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Bow Hunters Attracted From Afar
In LBL; Eagle Hunt Is Underway

I
I
a

I

c
I

The vacation the Carotins and Jim itio• had noceistiy
in California and Oklahoma was thoroughly *eloped by the
two. While on vacation they took In 10.110 quail hunting
end
the result is pictured sheep. At the left ere Den Steed and
Sonia Steed • couple with whom they hunted. The day's
Meet is shown on the heed of the car. Jim *peones Murray
Sport and Marine on North Fourth Street.

Empire Farm Opens Today Over
In The Land Between The Lakes
:
s

•

GOLDEN POND, KENTUCKY
February 10—Empire Farm, a
unique "see and touch" edncattonal farm within the Cooservation Education Center of Land Between the Lakes, will open to the
public Saturday, Februery 15, the
Tennessee Valley Authority announced todey.
Located on a rolling hillside
overlooking Lake Barkley, this
newest facility will be open to the
public from 9a.m. to 5p.m.daily.
Empire Farm is five NOM east
of Highway 453 on Masan flat
Road within the Consanatinaltducation Center.
"Empire Farm was conceived
as an evirciitional farm to provide
children and other visitors opportunities to see term animals and
observe and learn about growing

crops," said John H. Paula, Supervisor of the Conservatioe Educatioo Center. "The knowledge
gained here will provide an understanding into the relationships
petering between products of the
Land and the tools, equipment,
and techniques used to grow, process, and transport these prodt14-

"Land Between the Lakes entices bow hunters to travel Luther from home than any other
hunting area in the United States," states Sherrill Miller in
the January issue of Kentucky
Happy Hunting Ground published
by the Kentucky Department of
Fish and Wildlife Resources. Mr.
Miller's source of Information is
a survey recently conducted by
the Natkeial Field Archery Association and Archery Magazine.
The two primary reasons given
for Land Between the Lake's
popularity with bow hunters are
the large herd of fallow deer present in the area and the hospitality and socializing that takes place among these congenial hunters. Each year bow hunters gather around the campfire for fish
and chicken "cookouts," retelling stories about fallow bucks
with moose-like .racks, and occasionally a banjo and guitar appear for some good "loot-stomping" music. Each year more and
more bow hunters participate in
the hunt which is becominganannual festive event.

borteg Mates gather for an annual midwinter eagle count in Land Between the Lakes. TMs
ar's eagle survey is slated for
February 15, and receive reports
Indicate the winter tug population
of bald and golden eagles in the
lakes area may t* Wilber than
In. preceding years. Experienced
bird observers Nolo are interested in participaux in the eagle
count should cuf,Eact Dr. Cleil
Peterson, Murrii, Kentucky (phone 753-3505).

Plans are wider way to present the colorful history 01 the
Land Between the Lakes area
in a series of displays 10 be
placed later this year in Center
Station and In the Crientatiini
Building at Empire Farm. TVA
Is interested in obtaining early
hand tools and tiongebold Wide.
ments, farm equipment, relics
of the early Indian cultures and
Iron industry, old photographs,
books, newspaper clippings, and
other articles of historical or
cultural interest which will help
tell the story uf Land Between
the Lakes. Anyone who has such
articles and would like to donate
them for clispla at Center Station or Empire Farm, please
contact Jolui Faulk at the Land
Between the Laies headquarters
in Golden Pond, Kentucky,or call
924-5602 (area code 502.) All
articles received will be well
cared for and personally acknowledged.

SATURDA.Y — FEBRUARY 154.
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Ferrell Miller
Takes First
At Trial
The Weld keidecky Field Trial
Club keit Reif aessi laid trial
the peat iriskemd at be West
Kentucky lkinlimment Area near
Padseek,, nay fear doge participated la the two dey trial. Fortythree cosies of birds were seen
daring the two days.
Winners were as follows:
All Age - 1st-Bart,°weed by Floyd Hankins, Clarksville, Tun.
2nd - White Knights Ginger,
owned by Ferrel Miller, Murray,
Ky.
3rd - War Breese, owned by
Arthur Curtis, Radocat.
Poppy - 1st - Star, owned by
Ferrel Miller
tad - Joe, owned by Arthur
Curtis
3rd - Hot Shot OVned by Babe
Rogers, Paducah, Ky.
Derby - 1st-White Knights Lady,
owned by Frank Bucy, Murray,
Ky.
Ind - Sue, owned by Ferrel
Miller
3rd - Sam, owned by Floyd
Hankins, Clarksville, Tem.
Shooting Dog
1st - White Knights Ted,owned
by Ferrel Miller
and - Joe, owned by Greg St.
John, Fulton, Ky.
3rd — Allegheny Buck, owned
by Bill Ashby, Eldorado, Illinois.
Other local people participating in the trial were Gordo,Crouch, Fleetwood Crouch and Charles McReynolds.

Recent heavy rains and resulting high lake levels and rough
water have done little to improve
fishing on Kentucky Lake and La"Development of the farm is by
ke Barkley. However, as of Marno means complete." Paulk rech 1 Ltsbermen will not have to
ported, "however, we feel that
fight the "white caps" in order
enough of the basic requiremento find good bass and bluwal
ts of a typical term are here ID
fishing. The three subimpoundprovide meaningful educational
ments, Energy Lake, Honker Laexperiences. Empire Farm,like- ke, and Bard's Lake, willopenon
any other farm, will never he
March 1 for boat and bank fishing
complete; it will continually
until September 30. Hematite Laundergoing change and improveleallitollalee crews were ambke in the Conservation Education
By JACK WOUBTON
ment."
le to complete the required reCenter will be cpen for tank
NEW
YORK (Upii
Prom
ricenition of Center Statioa, the
fishing only during this period.
the ditty eel:
visitor reception facility withFishing and boating activity is
—A fleet of more than 25
Lack of a propeller also
in We Conservation Education
restricted on these lakes during
yachts Is expected to compete
means the jet board can be
Center, in time for the planned
the period of October 1 to Febin the fifth biennial Miami to
used in close proximity to
ruary 28 when they are need as
February 2 reopening. The opMontego Bay Yacht race which
swimmers in distress and can
ening date has been rescheduled
waterfowl refuge areas, The four
gets under way from the Plotalso reach them quickly from
small lakes, varying in size from
for February 8, however, visitIda
March 17. The 5-day,
shore, two safety applications.
ors are still Invited to visit
90 to 370 acres, often provide
ell-mile race, a classic reach
If the user forgets to fill the
By JACK WOLIBTON
fishermen with much calmer watthe Conservation Education Cenand run route from Florida
two-gallon fuel tank or exceeds
NEW YORK (UPI —It may
through the Bahamas and
ter and hike the trails and obers on windy days when the main
the four-hour running time,
never set the boating market
down through the Windward
serve the wildlife NW the more
lakes are rough and hazardous.
he can straddle the board and
afire, but a water-jet powered
Passage between Cuba and HisFish like the subimpoundmeots
than 200 species of birds idenpaddle it home like a 'convensurfboard has proved a real
paniola to Montego Say, drew
tional surfboard.
too, according to surveys made
tified in the area.
attention-getter at this win17 entrants in 11167
The board is manufactured
by TVA biologists who reported
ter's boat shows.
. . .
by Jet Board Corp., Los Angethe
population
distribution
and
The 11-foot aluminum board
les.
food
supply
in
the
small.
lakes
—Larsen.,
and most expenis designed, according to its
• • •
to be well balanced. Limit catFor additional information write
sie powerboat at this .year's
manufacturer, to provide less
What's
the
best
way
to
get
ches
phone:
or
were
National
reported
Boat
Show in New
from the
work and more fun for surfers
rid of sharks? Catch them
York is Ovens' new $104,500
snbimpoundments last year, and
and offers considerable potenand
k111
them,
says
Dr.
Albert
fiberglass
Concorde
John
S. Lyon
Indications point to even better
47. The 47tial as a new device for water
L. Tester. a University of Hafoot yacht is five feet longer
safety and resclie work.
Reports Editor
fishing this year.
waii
zoologist
and
shark
exthan
any
boat
built previously
Actually, It isn't necessary to
Land Between the Lakes
pert
by Owens. Diesel powered. the
have surf to operate this 65Tennessee Valley Authority
Tester
doesn't
give
much
Concorde
47
has special fuel
pound board. It moves through
Golden Pond, Kentucky 42231
weight to claims by several scitinks with a total capacity tot
any kind of waters, up to 10
Each year btrdwatbers from
entists
recently
that
they
have
650
gallons
which provide for
miles per hour, with its water
the surrounding aresa and neighhad success repelling sharks by
a cruising range of about 400
jet propulsion unit activated
loud
Beetle
music
and
undermiles
The
yacht sleeps 10
6i4-horsep
by a
ower motor.
water bubble curtains.
comfortably.
The jet board, with a capac"Sharks, like anything else.
ity of 400 pounds. has several
•
• •
hulls," Alexander said. "Yachts
become familiar with a situasafety applications, starting
been testing a molded -intooperated
One
of
the
in
tion." Tester said.
tropical
waters
big eye-openers
usdirectly with the surfer, since
the-hull, anti-fouling -bottom
ually need to lx' hauled out for
at the New York show Is the
"Any loud noise or effect will
a magnetic safety switch autotreatment for possible future
diPplay
bottom
at houseboats They are
painting every six
temporarily startle them, but
maPcally stops the motor if
use on its fiberglass craft The
a far cry from the old scow
months, often more frequentonce they realize there is no
the surfer is wiped out.
results, according to Owens
houseboats
ly."
, mostly home-made,
danger, they just ignore it."
Since it has no propeller, the
President Claude L. Alexander.
Owens hopes to achieve two
that usually were towed from
Tester, who has been worklet propulsion unit poses no
have been encouraging.
years'
place to place, frequently
operation in Florida waing on shark control problems
blade hazard to the surfer him"Molding growth -suppressing
ters without need for bottom
sprang leaks and often spent
in Hawaii, said the most sucself or to fellow surfers or
tri-butyl tin oxide right into
waters
painting.
:their
final days resting dejectIn northern
cessful method found so far is
nearby mimmers. The urethe fiberglass hulls of two of
where bottom fouling is less
edly on a mud flat. Today's
to "fish them down systematithane 1
our Concorde yachts achieved
within the board
problematic
houseboat
, the company is
cally."
has a metal or fiberprovides considerable reserve
13 months' operation In Flor• • •
looking for up to...three years'
glass hull that gets up and
buoyancy even If the board is
ida waters without experiencoperation
planes
before bottom paintover the surface powerThe Owens Yacht Co. has
accidentally punctured.
ing growth of any kind on their
ing becomes necessarY.
ed by engines. Inboard and out.4111WO411111141411111144iiilk•41111k•461.04ftl*041116411.41111Weelne0411111144M1
board,
.
up to )011 horsepower. '
•
•
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Ferrel Miller skews White Knlitife pi, be dee bet
I en first Ogle in the sheeting dee division a/
the Weal Kew
slinky Field Trial Club field trial lest weekend.
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Little Miss Lore Buchanan leeks over the cetek of fish
hauled in by her father Neel Buchanan frern Barkley Lake.
Neel used artificel belt and caught everything that is plc.owed within • two ant one-half hews. period. The string of
fifteen weighed from cone and three-fourths pounds to four
and threofeureles. This is pretty good proof that fishing is
about as geed In the winter as it is In the oinuner . . . the
1.. MI yen knew where to go and hew to fish.
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NELP WANTED
DUNRITE ROOFING Co. Inc.
WANTED: Lady to live in,
Complete new and recover
TO GOOD EATING
room and board plus salary.
shingle roofing service. SpecPhone 492-8370.
F-15-C
ialising in repairs. Guaranteed - TUESDAY EVENING February 18th.
WANTED: Lady for telephone
workmanship 486-2156 Kirksey,
Liv*
selling Will train. 93 hours a
TFC
EY.
MIAL IMITATE POR SALO 4th & Maple St., Murray, Ken* MAINE LOBSTERS * day steadily. Own $15.00 to
ISAL
!STAYS
POR &ALS
REMODELING and repair work
REAL MITATI IPOR BALI
tucky. Os phone
AUTONOMIES POI SALA
820.00 a weak. Mail personal
Enjoy the best Lobsters
MOST attnactive new ebed- home phones Felton 7113-73:13,
No job too small or too large.
resume to Box 208 Murray, Kenin Western Kentucky
Young 753- BARGAINS FOR THE WEEK: FARMS
1967
brick home on Greenbrier 4063. R. B. Patterson,
BUICK Electra 225 custom Free estimates. Phone 753-8260
FOR SALE
tucky.
436-5697 ONE three bedroom frame on highway 1814 - 160 acres 4 door
F-17-C
in Westwood Subdivision. Just
sedan with factory air
about 2 miles
Meet Tow Friends
F-15-C
W-17-C
house
with
two
extra
lots
near
and all power. 1967 Chevrolet
northeast of Tit City.
south of Wiewell Road and
MAINTENA
at
the
NCE
MAN
needed
Morgan's Boat Dock. Reduced 350 ACRES
West of 18th Extended This
on Highway 140 be- Impala 2 door hardtop with
IMOTICS
at Houston-McDevitt Clinic.
priced $7500.00 to $6500.00.
MURRAY HOLIDAY INN
tween Puryear and Kentucky straight shift and wide oval
home has central heat and tdUAL ESTATE! FOR SALE
Anyone interested contact Mrs.
ONE
bedroom
two
trailer,
LAMM
all
Brenda you know at
Call For Reservations
tires. Cain and Taylor Gulf StaLake.
carpeted; a nice living mom;
Tidwell, housekeeper, between
electric, nice big lot joining 208 ACRES
753-5966
room sad kitchen witb WOULD YOU BELIEVE? A mo- 375
Dear Millers Cha- tion Corner of Ilth and Main. TEM STRIPE SHOP 1101 South
seven a. in. and noon.
F-18-C
contour
line
at
Panorama
pel in Graves County.
F-15-C
abundance of esbinsts; G. dern &bedroom frame near Shores.
F-17C Mh. Sada woreatics. bps.
Priced $4800.00 this 490 ACRES on
*Ms. law discount pekoe
range; utility; 14i baths and the University. Open stairway week
the Central Road
only.
FebeliC
south of Mayfield.
rage, with large walk-In do- in living mom, lots of C100
CARD OF THANKS
.
61
1967 CHEVROLET pick-up truck
POR MINT
This is a good home. Pric- and stoma, Same and side ONE nice trailer, three years 1000 ACRES near Paris in Hen- 6 cylinder automatic. 1986 Buick NOTICE: We repair all makes
The family of Mrs. Este
porch
too.
only
All
for
ry
County Tenn.
to Nal
$12.- old on a shady lot 100' a 150',
Electra 225. Automatic, factory vacuum cleaners, toasters, mix- NICE ROOMS for boys, tingle (Phillips) Parker wishes to ex000.00.
WE HAVE others to choose Mr and all power. Cain and ers, irons, heaters,
OM joining lot 100' x 150', a
all snail or double. Private parking. press their thanks to ail who
REAL NICE 3-bedroom brick SUBSTANTIAL brick home on
were
kind and sympathetic
Taylor Gulf Station. Corner of appliances. Ward & Elkins, 401 Phone 753-8243.
new frame garage 16' a 20% all from.
F-17-C duringso
on Pew Ann Drive North Mb Street, ear Ohm& for $9450.00
her illness and death.
at Panorama CARL RALDT, Phone 328-8161, 0th arid Main.
,F-17-C MaPhi-•'
Ilaseb4C
draperies and two built-Le and shopping. 4 bedrooms, lots
James Majors, Phone 328-8418.
TWO-BEDROOM furnished a- A special thanks to the staff
Shores.
nditionera; large living of closets, large living room
1965 OLDSMOBILE 88 4 door ELECTROLUX SALES h Ser- partment. Phone 753-3914.
ONE three bedroom frame MAJORS REAL ESTATE, Phone
Kel- of the Convalescent Division of
carpeted; large famile with fireplace and open stair- bowie on a large lot joining a 376-2223, Wingo, Kentucky: ---- hart:hip with tinted windshield, vice, Box 213 Murray, Ky, C. ly's Pest Control.
F-15-C the Murray Calloway County
factory air and double power. M. Sanders. Phone 3634176.
tchen, ample cabinets, way, carpet. Garage attached, 375.contour line at Panorama
Hospital, to the nurses who
closets; 1% baths, utility and lot is lame, 400 feet deep. Shores $8400.00.
New set of tires. 1966 Pontiac Lynnville, Ky.
March-MC NEWLY DECORATED house on were so gentle, kind and faith4 door hardtop. Automatic with
South 15th Street. Two bed- ful. We'll never forget YOU. And
roam garage and paved drive- LUXURY HOME. Beautiful in- THREE new three bedroom
NM SALO
power steering and brakes. Cain JONES PEST Control &Irvin,. rooms, large living room and to the Doctors; Scarbrough, who
way. Let us show you this solid, side and outside. 4 bedrooms, brick homes, central heat and
and Taylor Gulf Station. Corn- Guaranteed results. Unmarked large kitchen Phone 753-2986. was faithful to the end and
conetructed home. Lome brick, central heat and air, air, carpet, blacktop street. sewBEFORE your eyes-on
near shopping center.
F-15-C Lowery who came when he was
F-17-C car. Ply control, roaches, ants,
/ergs living room with formal er and water. Priced $14,250.00 your new comet-remove them er of 6th and Main.
spiders and etc. Phone 419
BEAUTIFUL new 3-bedroom dining area, I baths, utility to $15,750.00.
called. Bless you to all the
with Blue Lustre, Rent electric 1965 CHEVROLET 4 door sedan 1022 or 480-3021.
3
-ROOM
furnished
cottage.
March-1.3-P
brick home in Fairview Acres. room. Walled patio and attach- ONE three bedroom brick with shampooer
$1. Big K.
F-15-C 8 cylinder automatic power
Close to University. Prefer cou- many friends and neighbors
Three miles out Highway 121 ed double garage, with paved large dee and kitchen, utility,
steering. Nice car. 1962 Pontiac FOR ALL of your personalised ple. Shown by appointment. who sent the beautiful flowers
S. E., on lot IN' x 206'. This driveway. Also large family carport, two cerernic tile baths,
x 60' EMBASSY Mobile
and the good food.
stationary, informal., announce- Phone 753-1589.
F-15-C
home has large living room; room. Fully carpeted and taste central beet and air. Reduced Home, '67 Model. Three-bed-Catalina 2 door hardtop with ments, business
A special thanks to Rev
cards,
sower
and
and
wedair.
Cain
and
Taylor
family room-Whiten; 1% car- fully decorated. Call us about $21,500.00 to $20,500.00.
room, all-electric, birch panel- Gulf
dings announcements or invi- EFFICIENCY Apartment. Will Jackson and Brother Video for
Station.
Corner
of
0th
and
antic tiled baths. G. E. Range, this beauty.
accept one or two boys. Private their consoling words. To Mrs.
ONE mice 8 acre track of land ing throughout Phone Pwyear Main.
F-17-C tations visit the Office Supply
nice cabinets, utility, carport, STATPLY 5-bedroom brick on east of Aurora, Kentucky on 347-3949 after 4:00 p.m. or 7=Store of the Ledger Is Times. parking. Dill Trailer Court. Otto Erwin and Mrs. L. D.
storage. Has low water rate on Doran Road. Large new home' blacktop road, one mile from 7777.
TFNC 1965 CHRYSLER Newport 4
F-15-C Cook Jr. for their message in
E-F-15-NC Phone 753-2930.
central water system, electric
song and music. To the Parkers
clank design. Double ga- Kentucky lake, bargain at
automatic
door
with
hardtop
NEW
fashion
colors are Sue's
t. Low taxes. Is on quiet rage, 2 baths, den with brick 13800.00.
YOU WILL DO yourselves and 1967, 10' x 42' house trailer, and her friends and neighbors
transmissio
double
powand
n
delight.
She
keeps her carpet
electric heat, $75.00 Per mon- of the Penny Community
street, in subdivision of exclus- fireplace wall. Carpeted and ONE sore commercial lot in
who
er. Brand new set of tires. 1964 this office a great favor if you th. Phone 753-8231.
ive brick homes. It is priced to everything you'd want in a fine Aurora, Kentucky with large colors bright--with Blue Lus- Chevrolet
F-20-C were so nice to her. And to the
will license your cars and trucks
sedan,
autodoor
e
tre! Rent electric shampooer
selL
now!
Please
bring your 1968 TWO-BEDROOM furnished
Bialock-Co
home. We will be happy to frame home $20,000.00.
Western Auto Store. F-15-C matic and double power. Cain license receipt
a- for their ieman Puniest' Home,
A FINE 3-bedroom brick bosom show you this one.
All individual- partment. Call 753-7488
37 ACRE FARM, 10 miles east
wonderful services.
and Taylor Gulf Station. Cornor
753fully carpeted, 1.507 Johnson HOME AND INCOME. 2 bed- at Murray mar the lake $5000.- SALLY'S in-laws coming. She
ly
owned out of state cars need
May God bless each and all
er of 0th and Main.
F-17-C
7282.
F-18-C
'
Blvd., on lot with many beauti- rooms on first floor, large liv- 00.
to be licensed this week or will
of you is our prayer.
didn't fluster-cleaned the carful trees. Convenient to schools ing room with fireplace and ONE 60 ACRE FARM near' pets with BlWe
Mrs. Sunshine Clark
lint 1963 PONTIAC Catalina 4 door have to wait until March 1. We NICE 3-ROOM duplex apartand shopping center. TheMrs. Carte B. Paschall
(=Pet, 3 rooms upstairs oan be Lynhuret Resort $10,000.00.
electric shaameeer
11010e11% sedan. Local car. 1962 Pontiac are warning you so please take ment, one block from downtas huge living mom with fire- used for income. Basement with IF YOU ARE planning on Paint Store.
Mrs. Lexie Cunningham
.1&411.114 Catalina 4 door hardtop. Au- this as such or you may have town. Mature lady or couple
place; large family mom, kit- fireplace. Double garage, cen- building a borne in the City or
tic with double power and to ,Wand in line. All dealers preferred. No children. Phone
ITT
Awn with range, diairwasber tral best. Convenient to schools at the lake see us for building BY OWNER:- dweiebedroella air conditioner. Cain and Tay- need an NADA book. Send $7.00 753-1299.
F-18-C
11hd nice, cabinets; large welk- and University.
5111, lor Gulf Station. Corner of 8th to this office. We will take care
lots. No down payments only trailer, New Moon, 11'
electric beat. Cost $5600.00, and Main.
in closets; large bath and half FINE 6-ROOM brick home on assail monthly payments.
F-17-C of it for you. Bills of sale made MODERN 3-BEDROOM brick
IN MEMORY
bath off utlity room; central South 6th Street. Plastered F'REEMAN JOHNSON, Realtor, take $4500.00. Set up on lake
by dealers must have NADA home. Electric beat, nice yard.
In Memory of Jennie Wilkerheat and air, double carport. walls, deluxe carpet. Large liv- Southaide Shopping Center, with spetic tank. Also 15 foot 1964 PONTIAC Grand Prix with price and model number. We One mile from campus on MayWinner boat, 60 HP Johnson factory air and power steering cannot take care of this over field Highway. Phone 753-1299. son, who passed away one year
It will pay you to investigate ing room with fireplace. Ano- Murray, Kentucky, 753-2731.
and brakes. Console in the floor
this nice home.
F-18-C ago.
ther fireplace in the full baseF.15-C plus trailer. Cost $2350.00 take 1962 Chevrolet Impala station the phone during this week.
For 56 years we journeyed
81650.00. Both under guranJUST LISTED-A 3-bedroom ment. Attached garage and on
Please get your book now. D. TWO-BEDROOM
trailer, 246.00 on together in sunshine and
tee. 436-2298.
frame home on 22 acres, two large lot. This house was built
in
F-17-C wagon. Cain and Taylor Gulf W. Shoemaker.
F-17-C
per
month.
Phone 489-3623
Station. Corner of 8th and Main.
WE HAVE quite a few 3, 4, 5„
stormy weather. We never cared
miles from S. W. city limits of to last.
1956
FORD
F-18-P
pick-up
truck
CONTACT
and
and
Kent
even
Wright
seven
edroom
at
to
b
part
902
for
we
were journeying
Murray. This home has a liv- LOVELY 3-bedroom stone home
Poplar for your income tax
on together.
ens room with fireplace, corn- In Meadow Green Acres on houses, for any type of family motorcycle. Phone 436-2470.
1967 PLYMOUTH, edoor, 1/43 needs. Can 753
.6251 for appointF-15-C
and
room
for
expansion.
For 56 years we journeyed
"nation kitchen and dining large lot. Large living room
automatic. Power brakes and none
WANTED TO BUY
H-1TC
together. Children came to bless
arm. A nice bath room and with gone fireplace, carpet, SOME EXTRA nice farm pro- 12' xlitr ALL ELECTRIC 1967 steering. New tires.
$1,050.00.
perty
has
been listed with uaet Embassy mobile
WANTEDt3War•ouvenirs, Civil, us. The love of friends subclosets, carport; storage, good 154 baths, pecan panelling in
home. Phone Phone 436-2323.
Spanish, World War I World stained while we journeyed on
well and fine born; and the kitchen and family room. Dou- some with houses already on 435-56.62 after 4:30 p.
F-17-P
them
and reedy to be moved
War II, Korean and Vietnam. together.
-1962 CHEVROLET 4 door seyard with many beautiful pe- Me carport, peter and large
Special -Interest; helmets, clagFor 56 years we journeyed
can trees presents a setting to storage room. City water and Into, some without houses. ONE ROUND OAK antique din- dan 6 cylinder automatic transgers, pins and satords. Phone on together. We were never
behold. This could be what you paved street. You must see this Farms are located in and a- ing table with 5 spindle back mission. 1982 Chevrolet Impala
round Calloway County, some chairs. Phone 753-2806 alter 2 door hardtop. Cain and Taylor
436-2201.
have been looking for.
one.
F-18-C lonely, for an unseen friend
5:00 p. in.
'
From
TWO BEDROOM frame homes COUNTRY HOME on blacktop. out of county.
F-17-C Gulf Station. Corner of 0th and
walked by our side while we
WANTED:
Nice small foreig joueheyed
Main.
No. I. Located 5th & Gilbert, 2-bedroom frame on Cypress SMALL, MEDIUM and Le
F-17-C
FULL
SIZE
car
$300 to $500 price range.
LILAC bedspread.
Hazel, Ky. A good as new home, Creek Rd., Si-mile from lake. lots for building sites. A lot of
thesedief we will start that
Prefer '60-'62 Sinica. Phone 7531963 DODGE 4 door sedan. 1962
dgith carport, storage, aircon- Full basement, fireplace, new these lots already have curbing Phone 435-4238.
journey again on a road that
6955, Don Simmons.
F-15-P shall never end.
Mtioner and carpet on living range, refrigerator and com- gutters and and black topping, ASHLEY wood burning heater. Pontiac Star Chief 4 door hardIn
room floor, also antenna. One pletely furnished. On 1 acre lot both in town, Pine Bluff Shores Good condition Phone 753-8190. top with factory air and double
Written by her Husband,
power. Cain and Taylor Gulf
Area and Blood River vicinity.
cash, and pay balance The price is right too.
Bascom Wilkerson
F-18-C
Station.
IN
Corner
6th
REMEMBR
of
Main.
and
NEED
ANCE
AN
auto
home
on lake
over period of ten years at WELL KEPT 3-bedroom mod1TP
-15-C
In
remembran
F
ce
F-17-C
f
of
rontage?
our
darlUSED
STOVE
We
will
and refrigerator.
be Mad to
6% interest.
ern frame on 1 acre lot in
ing
son
Vernie
Turner,
show
you
Phone
who
this
753-7498.
property and
F-18-C 1961 MERCURY Meteor 4 door
NO. 2-Located four all.. Almo. Wall-to-wall carpeting.
slipped away to be with Jesus,
North of Murray on Highway You need to see inside this trailer.
PIGS,
dish
cabinet
and
one year ago February 16. A
2
ladies sedan. 1949 Chevrolet pick-up
2-2
BEDROOM, well built, low
641. This house is in real good home to appreciate it. Will sell
coats. Phone 436-2337.
precious one from us is gone,
F-18-C truck. Deluxe cab. Real nice.
condition and lot 150' x 550'. or trade. You oan't afford to priced dwellings.
1960 Falcon 2 door sedan. Cain
a voice we loved is still, a place
WE HAVE a large 5 bedroom, USiD 36-INCH
It could be good commercial miss this one.
, Tappan gas and Taylor Gulf Station. Cornis vacant in our home, that
Broperty in addition to real- NICE 2-BEDROOM frame with 154 bath, brick veneer house, range. Phone 753-2250. F-18-P er of 6th and Main.
F-17-C
never can be filled.
ileitis'. Mere is a transferable utility room on North lab St. with central heat and air, carNear a shady wall a rose onte
Loan of $7,300.00 at 5 3/4% in- This is a nice llveable borne for pets are included, located on
Get Rid Of The Monday
grew, budded, and blossomed
WANTS() TO RilMT
terest.
the small family. Excellent con- Catalina, transferable loan.
SPECIAL
!
BLAHS!
in Gods' free light, watered and
NO. 3-Located approximately dition and priced for the budg- HAVE LISTED a 3-bedroom
WANTED: Furnished 2-bedroom
Troll,' Yourself To Our
fed by the morning dew Though
brick, with 2 baths, and carWhile They Last!
two miles West of Hardin on e minded.
house
with
large
*
garden space.
CHICKEN DINNER *
claim of death has caused us
port, air conditioner and drapes
Highway 80, approximately 1/4
Property. Two
Served Each Monday
Buy 1 dozen BIC Account- Must have bath and water.
to grieve, and made our courmile North of Hwy. 1311. It is frame homes and extra lot on included, located on Parkiane.
Phone
753-3571
from 7 a. m to
Evening from 5-10
age faint. Let us have- faith and
rn and is on two scree. corner. Good recital property WILSON INSURANCE and Real antant's Fine Point Pens at 5:00 p. in.
F-15-C
AT
hope receive. That rose still
at loan coe property of near town. Must be sold to- Estate-205 South 4th Street, the regular price of 49e each
THE HOLIDAY INN
and receive 2 dozen BIC Megrows beyond the wall.
Murray, Kentucky, across from
.00, with monthly pay- gether. See us about this.
One-half Fried Chicken
dium Point Pens FREE!!
Oh Lord I will pram on with
of $85.00.
ANOTHER country home on 18 post office. Phone 753-3283.
Whipped Potatoes
$10.44 value for only $521
courage, though rugged the
LOST AND POUND
SELECTION of Farms. No. 1 across 2 miles from Murray. 4- Wayne Wilsoem. home phone
Creamy Cole Shaw
path may be Sustained and upSAVE $4..56
70 acre cattle and bog bedroom frame home, garage, 753-5086; Mr. Cheers McDaniel.
LOST: Weimaraner dog, male
Country Gravy
held by the promise, My grace
fenced with woven wire, barn and crib. All under good Home phone 753-4805, Mrs EdThe ledger Ai Times
wearing red collar, very gentle
Hot Rolls and Butter
Is sufAcient for thee.
barn, water year round. woven wire fence. A real bar- na Starks Knight (our new salesOffice Supply Store
Call Leonard Wood 753-5423.
His Mother,
lady for Real Esate and Inoue
owner had 800 hogs on gain.
F-15-NC
F-17-NC
ance needs), Home phone 753Maids Turner
at one time. Eight miles STILL UNDER
construction on 4910.
1TP
Murray just off blacktop Keeneland Drive. 3
bedroom COKE BY our
Full price $7,5000.
brick, central beat and air. some coffee office and have
and doughnuts
Large family room, 2
2,-210 acres, high produc- baths, utility and ceramic with us. Salesmen and Saleslady
carport. always eager to serve you and
ferin and one of the best large room' and large lot.
Can talk over real estate. H-F-17-C
WNEN THAT ROCK NIT
THERE'S MORE TO YOUR
SINCE KING KASHMER IS DEAD,
farms in West Kentucky. choose carpet color. This
is a
ALL I CAN REMEMBER IS FALLINGYOU WILL BECOME MY HUSBAND,
"CHARL/E 0088S"TH.4A/
farm has a high quality, lot of house for the
price.
RIGHT
INTO
7RAT HOLE.
NATURALLY UNDER ANOTHER_
NEWTS PIE EYE; YOUR
brick home, and FOR ALL YOUR Real
Estate
NOW, I WONDER WHAT
NAME. THE PEOPLE WILL_
AWES-TY/
frame home that has been needs, come by or
POI RINI' OR LIAM
call
GUY
1-1APPENED TO
ADORE YOU BECAUSE YOU
oared for. A new stock SPANN, REAL ESTATE
AG- COMMERCIAL building in MurKING KASHMER .
RESEMBLE MY LATE
with dairy facilities and ENCY at 518 West
Main,
Naray. Good for clean-up shop.
SPOUSE .
number of other good build- tional Hotel Building.
Redness Two differmit she units.
Including two good tobec- Phone 753-7734,
Good
Rome none: location. Available
at once.
barns. Eight miles S. E. of any Spann,
763.21187; Lobes Newly remodeled.
Reasonably
unity. Will mil brick home &be, 733.2400;
Onyx Ray, priced. Call or see Carl
10 acres separately and MO 7111111919; Gary Young,
R. How75e8109. ard 489-3111.
with frame home.
F-111-C
B-F-18-C
3-92 acres, with 4-morn
on blacktop, % mile
of New Providence. This
fine cattle farm. Has four
ponds Viet furniah a lot
water at all times; fenced
around and through mide. This farm will pay off with
beef cattle, whether you
ye on farm or not.
. 4--An 85 acre farm. Fine
cattle, eight miles from
urray on blacktop road, 814
ust off highway 121 (New Conrd Highway). 50 acres fenced
Good home containing 3 bedrooms, living
sowed down. Has smell
k barn and running water
room, kitchen and bath. Electric heat. Good
nter and rummer. Its mirth
the money.
outbuildings. Good fences Last year soybean
NO. 5-We have two farms well
over 200 acres in each. Both are
production, $1400.00. For quick sale $19,000.00.
potentials for improvement and
*laced accordingly. Will be glad
to discuss them with you.
COMMERCIAL Property - We
have some good lots in Murray.
Sec us and lets fescue your
407 Maple
needs.
7753-4451
A LARGE selection of Resi•
WE NEED LISTINGS
dential Lots
fibs
WE ALSO have many other
liaginga Fulton Young Realty,
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THE LEPORIR

Human Egg Is Successfully Superlatives
Fertilized Outside The Body
at
Murray High

& TIMES

—

MURRAY, ARNTUC
KY
SATURDAY — FEBRUARY II. I

Down the
S-4,00
.,
lp
el' •

OVER 100...

Hog Cholera
Discovered On
Collins Farm

arden Path
..•.•. , „• , • Ati
g

(Coniston Preen Pans One)
area agent is thin crept Man
i..
. .•
r ti
ton, and Merles Martia.
LONDON (UM — Suceetheul dy ageta at
Nick
tettithetion of a human egg
II
own leading the dimension
Howaver, ether authorities
°ulnae a menthe body mar saw 'the imperieneet
They will be followed by H. M
'
'•
twee carried science a major essether step toward es nay
Young, Jr. Christian
producing
step lerwuni teamed lest tube hums fife in a test
fanner, who will »Poet ea'
kthe.
birth, esientinic experts said
Tillage, Christian Comity sow.
The Nature-Times Heim fierBy Mk- W. P.1fiLLIAMS
Friary.
a. H. Phillips, extension specvice, in a copyrighted entitle is
Serena CellimetSeam Route for the infected bogs destruyeil
The dlec)ogure by three Cam- today's Thom of
ialist with the UK Departs:meat
London, said
4 repotted Town" that Mg :
The February sunshine steeps year adding a little
bridge scientists that they had that although
1:71114112t based ona Mr
.1
111 14
ferter. The of Agronomy, will lead the fi- choler* readi
the experiment
ed to OM
your boughs And tints your new
taken a Mem egg, fertitteed repsvanined "a step
valise of the bilge at Os
bulbs. Fist Wei Put out tic nal discussion, "Grain Varieton the reed
at over 300 head time they were destroyed.
it with With spenn and pro- to lest tube babies, noven
buds
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and
to
swells
Choos
e
for
the
1909,"
leaves not seed anything accept good
la a of bap an hie farm.
a obA representative of the dipwithin. William Cullen Bryant. soil.
session scheduled to siert at
of a fetus stacle be aimed.
Coiling slated nil on gnaw• ItterrIlle laboratory einfireled
expesimmill load hold hi- "Ter eisimP
2:30
p.
m.
It is always a delight when
no. yeomen 6, It at his hogs UM evidence of ceders
If you have a flower bed with
lie
wee
nny tripe Sir Ono chiidless sespestim M le. teen
Dave Hilliard, grate special- hal died sad his brat Vie placed food
the experiment
the big bulbs known as emery- a southern exposure,
end that levestigeitess are
women. the impel% mord. The thet the desol
the
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bulbs
and
farmer, Hayfield, will eider martiatimi. Celan said cerghteiag.
opment of these
Ilk
appear
in
the stores. They may be set out in the
fetus was dellsesett Mks.
postai preside at the morning Haien, three hogs were label SO the
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arrive during late Deesember on
The espial. Mild Ike
[when
they
are
the point at which a real
through while Holmes Ellis, mayor ef diermeolle leiremibery k Neethrough February. Some at the ' blooming. The
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Inallelis souk! derive its nouWee Mnext spring they Murray and manager of the
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later ones are just corning in and will bloom and will
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continua to bacco Kentucky Dark Fired To- be WY mad MOM.QOM mid
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*stifled MI Marian
'Wick said
Association, aid prank
are huge bulbs.
do so for many years.'heated In
The expertment won carried
during the afternoon program. erfielais Mem* eight that
Letter
The experimenters at Come
These are Horticulturally this fashion, they will
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of
a
course
was
out by Dr. Robert C. Edward:, bridge took eggs
Mot
,
The program is opeenored
from the orrercalled Hippeastrum and there we bloom later
in the year than jointly by the Department
Prof. Barry /Meister end Pat- ies of womeo
The standard looesdire woes
(CentIrmed Pena Path OM)
of
volunteers mad
many varieties aside from the house plants,
rick Steptoe.
but will make a Agriculture at Murray State cholera is foaled as a tare is
mixed them with a fluid conone
we are familiar with. The beautiful diapla
Its results were annoanced by taming male wenn.
y. I have *and University and the University that all livestock on that farm ante in helping is 'tick
eft
mast be destroyed to provost
London Independent Televisioo
Lycoris or magic lily is a one each year
sw.wers-iosemaiaatand now have of Kentucky Exton Service the
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'Thursday nest and detailed in ed and
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gazine, pubhed today.
. . eon All Round
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Murra
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beautiful sight in late spring.
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Popidation Explodes
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8b put some in pots for the
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The television report said the
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success of the experiment put
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average and
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doverwrites/My
earth. When planting, soak the are
First Baptist Church on TuesHervey Stitt Utibirtity
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on water sparingly until growth friend
in the fellowshill hail.
' Mid Inembers of the century. The Pitilippines' present
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ed egg ardientity and perhaps
VIM hem bees m population is estimated at 35.8
Want the men to weer their
shallow dish or plate and water theeSI
even produce
hems by bright floret
MAd. .
***
shirts and the wofrom the bottom, using warm
without using the mollises beMen's Handbags
iota their isitmenus for the'
water. The big strap shaped
NEllo
YORK (UPI)- Because
study on Tuesday.
leaves will put in appearance Botha Shook Uu
many males are understandably
.M/0. Oman attended eke
first then at the side of the bulb BANGKOK (121)- The famed shy When it comes to using
mentery sod high *shoot in Hathe bud will appear. They are reclining Rudha of Wat(Temple) men's handbags, leather crafters
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Close Out Sale of Johnson Machinery
Co., Union City, Tenn., and
Water Valley, Ky.
1000 A.M.(Cyr)
Sale To Be Held at
Won aty, Tenn., on

BURSA FEBRUARY 20, 1969
All Used Tractors, Combines and
Farm Machinery
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